Board Meeting
Wednesday 29 July 2020 at 5.30pm
The meeting will be held through a MS-Team online conference as provided for in article 71 of the
Articles of Association. See the Basecamp post for the specific arrangements.

Agenda
1) Welcome and apologies
2) Declarations of interest
3) Minute of the Board meeting of Wednesday 24 June 2020
4) Matters arising (paper enclosed)
5) Business development
a) Annual Performance Reporting (papers enclosed)
b) Minute of the Development Committee of 24 June 2020 (enclosed)
6) Housing management activity
• No additional items
7) Property maintenance activity
a) Asset Management Plan Review (enclosed)
8) Financial matters
a) Loan Portfolio Return as at 31 March 2020 (enclosed)
b) Five Year Financial Projections from 2020/21 to 2024/25 (enclosed)
c) Management Accounts for the three months to 30 June 2020 (enclosed)
9)

Operational matters (paper enclosed)
a) Complaints and Compliments (paper enclosed)

10) Any other business
a) Publication of Board papers
b) Date of the next Board meeting – Wednesday 26 August 2020
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Board Meeting – Wednesday 29 July 2020
Agenda Item: 3
Subject: Minutes of Board Meeting 24 June 2020
Prepared by: Kirsty Broadfoot
Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 24 June 2020 at 5.30pm via MS Teams
Present:

Tenant Members
Frances Maguire
Kenny George
Amanda Bryan
Community Members
Simon Leslie
Rhonda Leith
Bobby Pyper
David Porte
Mike Tomlinson
In Attendance
Jim Whiston
Kirsty Broadfoot – Minutes
David McGivern
Alan Park
Margaret Woods

1.

Apologies
Apologies were received from Gemma Collins, Georgina Dawson, Myra Nicol and
Margaret Campbell.

2.

Declarations of interest
No matters were raised.

3.

Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 27 May 2020
The Minutes of the meeting held on 27 May 2020 were accepted as a true record
and were proposed by Frances Maguire and seconded by Kenny George.

4.

Matters arising
Jim advised that an extra Board meeting would be held on Wednesday 29 July. This
is to sign off on the submissions to the Regulator. Jim also explained that reports
on the Asset Management Plan and Complaints and Compliments would be
included in the July papers.
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5.

Business Development
No matters were discussed.

6.

Housing management activity
6a.

7.

Tenant Participation and Estate Management Annual Report.
Simon invited David to give his report. David gave some background to the
report and advised the Board that the majority of the Housing Management
team’s time was taken up with dealing with income maximisation, and
anti-social behaviour and neighbour disputes. He confirmed that there had
been over 250 complaints over the past year, with some being particularly
difficult to resolve and time consuming. He went on to commend the work
that the team had done in supporting tenants during the coronavirus
pandemic. A general discussion took place around the volume of anti-social
behaviour disputes. Mike raised a point about co-opting for competition for
places on the Board. Jim advised that we cannot co-opt as it could affect the
community-tenant balance. It is possible though to set up sub-committees
which can include non-Board members. There is also the separate scrutiny
panel.

Property maintenance activity
7a.

Repairs and Maintenance Policy
David updated the Board on the main changes to the policy. He advised that
response times may be streamlined later in the year, as we progress our
relationship with the new reactive repairs contractor, Turners. He confirmed
that they had provided an excellent service so far and that they viewed
Ayrshire Housing as a long-term partner. David went on to say that Turners
were also starting to carry out more void repairs.
The Board approved the updated policy.

7b.

Landlord Facilities Health & Safety Manual
David updated the Board with the pertinent points.
The Board approved the use of the Landlord Facilities Health & Safety
Manual and the other recommendations in the report.

8.

Financial matters
No matters were discussed.

9.

Operational matters
Coronavirus issues (including health and safety)
Jim reported on our performance and service to our customers. He confirmed that
two monthly reports have been sent to the Regulator. We are gradually increasing
the types of repairs that can be carried out and the easing of lockdown means that
construction works can start again. Jim confirmed that the position on gas safety
continues to be closely monitored. He went on to summarise the position regarding
home working, confirming that this is still working well on the whole. MS Teams is
being rolled out sooner than anticipated as this will be beneficial as we move
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towards a more hybrid style of working. Jim updated that some changes were being
made in the office ie lever taps and automatic lights. There is no change to the
timescale for moving back to the office as yet. Frances enquired about gas safety
checks and advised she had not received the certificate yet. Jim will check this out.
1 Kenny complemented the association on the increased close cleaning. David
confirmed this has been extended to all closes. Signage has been put up in and
around all lifts regarding social distancing.
Eydent
Meeting has been arranged for 13 July. Jim advised Simon and Kenny would receive
an invite via Teams.
Community Engagement and Publicity
Jim confirmed we have been successful in securing funding of £12,000 from the
‘Supporting Communities fund’ to which Ayrshire Housing will add £3,000. This will
be given to Care and Share, VASA for a digital inclusion project and a local
bereavement charity to support their online counselling.
AGM
Jim confirmed that this would be held via Teams on 2 September. This will be
allowed for through emergency companies legislation. Newsletters will be sent to
all tenants and community members by 6 July inviting them to register for the AGM.
9a.

10.

Board and Director Effectiveness
Jim covered the various points, in particular that the Board handout would
be reviewed. We will be looking at introducing an improvements to the
induction process for new Board members by October 2020. A field
trip/away day will be organised in the coming months. Jim advised that need
for chairs for some of the committees and that we can then organise for
training on chairing through Share. Simon asked for people to consider
becoming volunteers for some of the committees. David Porte asked if the
list of committees could be circulated. 2 Jim went on to discuss succession
planning, confirming that Bobby, Frances, Gemma and Kenny are to retire
this year with all encouraged to stand again.

Any other business
10a.

Publication of Board papers
It was agreed these could be published in full.

10b.

Date of next Board meeting
Wednesday 29 July 2020.

There was no further business and the meeting closed at 6.55pm with a vote of
thanks to the Chair.

1
2

Jim to check.
Kirsty to circulate the list of committees.

4

Signed

Dated
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Board Meeting – Wednesday 29 July 2020
Agenda item: 4
Subject: Matters arising including outstanding matters from earlier meetings
Prepared by Jim Whiston
There are no matters outstanding.
Ref

Date

Subject

Progress

Complete?

Due by Board:

B490
B491
Completed Items will be removed from the following month’s report. An archive of previous reports is retained for reference within the bound Board
papers.
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Board Meeting – Wednesday 29 July 2020
Agenda Item: 5a
Subject: Annual Performance Reporting
Prepared by: Caroline Donald
Recommendation: to agree the submission of the ARC
Performance Digest
The Board receives quarterly digests showing performance against the Business
Plan key performance indicators and the Scottish Social Housing Charter indicators.
The attached digest shows performance over the twelve months to 31 March 2020. As
well as the indicators reported quarterly, it includes information on tenancy sustainment
and housing quality which can only be reported on meaningfully on a yearly basis.
The digest complements the report that the
performance on the Business Plan objectives.

Board

received

in

March

on

The Annual Report on the Charter (ARC)
Much of the information for the above digest is taken from these two returns (also
attached) which have to be sent to the Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR). These have
been carefully checked for accuracy.
Recommendation
The Board is asked to agree that the ARC be submitted to the Regulator.
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PERFORMANCE DIGEST
FOR THE YEAR
TO 31ST MARCH 2020

This performance digest is intended to give Board members a clear picture of day to day activity
against the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) listed in our Business Plan. KPIs cover all the key
areas for the association in terms of day to day service delivery and income generation. In
addition, there are KPIs for financial performance, new business and governance.
The KPIs for housing management and maintenance are intended to ensure that the standards
set in the Scottish Social Housing Charter are met. Thus, in the Digest these indicators are listed
under the relevant Charter outcomes. We report each year on our performance to the Scottish
Housing Regulator in the Annual Report on the Charter (ARC).
We also reported more fully on Business Development performance as part of the annual
Business Plan review.
If performance is below a KPI an explanation will be provided together with details of any
corrective action in separate reports.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION INDICATORS
The figures used in Indicators 1, 2, 5, 7 and 25 are taken from our comprehensive Tenant
Satisfaction Surveys (TSS) which are carried out every three years. We carried out a survey in
October/November 2019. The 2019 responses are based on 600 tenants who took part in faceto-face interviews.
ARC INDICATOR 1- Percentage of tenants satisfied with the overall service provided by Ayrshire
Housing.

Very Satisfied
Fairly Satisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Fairly Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
No Opinion
Percentage of tenants either very or fairly satisfied

TSS
Aug 2013
283
236
35
24
12
0
87.9%

TSS
Dec 2016
311
221
24
17
7
0
91.7%

TSS
Oct 2019
324
210
24
18
24
0
89.0%

ARC INDICATOR 2 - Percentage of tenants who feel their landlord is good at keeping them
informed about their services and decisions

Very Satisfied
Fairly Satisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Fairly Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
No Opinion
Percentage of tenants either very or fairly satisfied

TSS
Aug 2013
319
220
35
0
6
0
93.0%

TSS
Dec 2016
319
220
35
0
6
0
93.0%

TSS
Oct 2019
312
240
30
12
6
0
92.0%

ARC INDICATOR 5 - Percentage of tenants satisfied with the opportunities given to them to
participate in their landlord’s decision-making process

Very Satisfied
Fairly Satisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Fairly Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
No Opinion
Percentage of tenants either very or fairly satisfied
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TSS
Aug 2013
284
197
93
6
0
0
83.0%

TSS
Dec 2016
284
197
93
6
0
0
83.0%

TSS
Oct 2019
276
246
54
12
12
0
87.0%

ARC INDICATOR 7 - Percentage of tenants satisfied with the quality of their home.

Very Satisfied
Fairly Satisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Fairly Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
No Opinion
Percentage of tenants either very or fairly satisfied

TSS
Aug 2013
242
242
47
47
12
0
82.0%

TSS
Dec 2016
284
226
29
35
6
0
87.9%

TSS
Oct 2019
282
246
24
30
18
0
88.0%

ARC INDICATOR 25 - Percentage of tenants who feel that the rent for their property represents
good value for money.

Very good value for money
Fairly good value for money
Neither good nor poor value for money
Fairly poor value for money
Very poor value for money
Percentage of tenants who feel that their property
represents very or fairly good value for money

TSS
Aug 2013
230
253
77
18
12
81.9%

TSS
Dec 2016
261
244
41
23
11
87.1%

TSS
Oct 2019
258
258
48
30
6
86.0%

ARC INDICATOR 29
Percentage of Factored Owners satisfied with the factoring service they receive
Satisfaction levels dropped from 56.63% in March 2019 to 50.00% in March 2020. There has
also been a reduction in the number of surveys being returned down from 83 in 2019 to 32 in
2020. There is no obvious reason as to why response rates have decreased this year. While
we have previously tried to explain the association’s responsibilities, much of the negative
feedback continues to be around matters which are not the direct responsibility of the
association e.g. dog fouling, litter, maintenance of areas outwith the association’s remit. We
will continue to seek feedback from owners and maintain common areas to an acceptable
standard to ensure we and owners receive value for the money this service costs. The graph
below is based on the numbers of surveys which were returned.
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NON-ARC
Percentage of tenants satisfied with the standard of their home when moving in. Results are
based on New Tenant Visits carried out over the reporting period.
•
•
•

In the year to 31st March 2018 we carried out 45 visits of these 41 tenants were either
very or fairly satisfied with their home when moving in (91.1%)
In the year to 31st March 2019 we carried out 54 visits of these 48 tenants were either
very or fairly satisfied with their home when moving in (88.89%)
In the year to 31st March 2020 we carried out 113 visits of these 98 tenants were either
very or fairly satisfied with their home when moving in (86.72%)

The graph below is based on number of visits. It is encouraging to note the significantly higher
number of new tenants’ feedback we were able to obtain this year. Levels of satisfaction remain
fairly consistent with the previous year. We will continue to aim to offer tenancies which meet
the association’s lettable standard and address any areas of dissatisfaction where we have not
met the standards which we aim to achieve. It may be, however, that in some instances new
tenants’ expectations are higher than the association’s standard and this can also lead to some
irreconcilable differences and expressions of dissatisfaction.
It remains worth noting however that the vast majority of new tenants were fairly or very satisfied
with the standard of their home when they moved in.
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HOUSING MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE
GETTING GOOD VALUE FROM RENTS AND SERVICE CHARGES
CHARTER OUTCOME 13: VALUE FOR MONEY
Social landlords manage all aspects of their business so that:
- Tenants, owners and other customers receive services that provide continually improving
value for the rent and other charges they pay.
KPI: Void rent loss for mainstream properties of no more than 0.80% of total rent due.
• For the year to 31st March 2018 our rent loss was 0.41% of the total rent due.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 our rent loss was 0.39% of the total rent due.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 our rent loss was 0.40% of the total rent due.
INDICATOR 18
We continue to try to ensure that
our empty houses are brought back
to an acceptable standard before
they are allocated to the next
tenant. We do this knowing that
the longer the house remains
empty the more rent that is lost.
Carrying out all the work in as short
a time as possible is a major
challenge but is one which we do
well.
Performance in this area remains
consistent with that of previous
years and reflects our focus on
minimising rent loss to the
association due to properties being
vacant.
This performance reflects both the
efficient
processing
and
completion of repairs to empty
properties alongside the selection
and allocation of them to
prospective new tenants.
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KPI: Current non-technical arrears no more than 1.75% of total gross rent.
• For the year to 31st March 2018 our current tenant non-technical arrear was 1.10%.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 our current tenant non-technical arrear was 0.85%.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 our current tenant non-technical arrear was 0.84%.
NON-ARC INDICATOR
The pressures on tenants’ incomes
has increased over the past few years
and the association has put in place
resources such as staff and training
to ensure that we are in a position to
respond to these pressures as
effectively as we can.
Despite these increasing pressures
the association has managed to
maintain rental income and minimise
rent arrears from its current tenants
at an exceptional level.
This will remain the focus for the
association due to the fundamental
importance of rental income to allow
the association to continue to provide
services at either existing or
enhanced levels.
It should be noted that the impact on
tenants’ incomes as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic will likely have a
detrimental effect on the levels of our
current tenants’ arrears. Staff,
however, will continue to assist
tenants with making sure they can
access all available financial support
to which they are entitled and to help
mitigate the difficulties they might
have in fulfilling their rent payment
obligations.
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ARC INDICATORS 26 AND 27
Indicator 26 – This generally reflects our
efficiency in collecting ongoing rent
from tenants along with outstanding
arrears from current and former
tenants.
Indicator 27 – The main element of
gross arrears which we can influence is
Current Tenants’ non-technical arrears
and these have decreased this year
despite the pressures on our tenants’
incomes as a result of the introduction
and increased reliance on Universal
Credit and other welfare reforms.
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ACCESS TO HOUSING
CHARTER OUTCOME 10: ACCESS TO SOCIAL HOUSING
Social landlords ensure that:
- People looking for housing find it easy to apply for the widest choice of social housing
available and get the information they need on how the landlord allocates homes and on
their prospects of being housed.
ARC INDICATOR 17 - Percentage of lettable houses which became vacant in the last year.
In the year to 31st March 2020, 118 properties became vacant, 7.58% of our lettable stock. Of
the stock which became vacant:
21
10
06
10
18
07
01
01
10
12
12
10

Transferred to another Ayrshire Housing property.
Moved to another local authority.
Moved to another RSL.
Moved to a private let.
As the result of the death of a tenant.
Abandonments.
As a result of eviction.
Sentenced to prison.
Moved to a care home.
Moved in with family.
Purchased their own property.
Unknown.

During this period an additional 23 properties became vacant but these are excluded from the
above ARC indicator – 18 were temporary furnished, 2 were lockups, 1 was a shared ownership
sale, 1 has been earmarked for disposal and 1 is currently “unlettable”.
KPI: Housing application processing within 10 days and 40% of applications made online.
• Average processing time for the year to 31st March 2018 – 5 days (86% within target).
• Average processing time for the year to 31st March 2019 – 7 days (92% within target).
• Average processing time for the year to 31st March 2020 – 6 days (98% within target).
1,881 applications were processed during the reporting year.
3,028 applicants were on our waiting list at 31st March 2020.
1,240 applicants were cancelled from our waiting list during the period.
While the actual numbers of new applications remained extremely high
(averaging 36 each week) we were able to improve performance in
terms of both processing times and numbers within our internal targets.
35% of applications were completed online, against our
annual target of 40%
We will continue to encourage applicants to apply online. This may be
particularly relevant if restrictions to accessing our office remain in
place longer-term.
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ARC INDICATOR 20 - Percentage of new tenancies sustained for more than a year, by source of
let.
17/18
18/19
19/20
Existing Tenants
24 Began
24 Began
11 Began
22 Sustained
23 Sustained
10 Sustained
91.7%
95.8%
90.9%
Statutory Homeless
8 Began
8 Began
19 Began
7 Sustained
7 Sustained
16 Sustained
87.5%
87.5%
84.2%
Housing List
90 Began
65 Began
52 Began
75 Sustained
55 Sustained
47 Sustained
83.3%
84.6%
90.4%
Nomination
24 Began
24 Began
21 Began
24 Sustained
22 Sustained
20 Sustained
100.0%
87.5%
95.2%
Other
1 Began
1 Sustained
100.0%
Our tenancy sustainment levels remain high and have actually increased from the previous year.
We will continue to seek the reasons why tenancies are terminated to establish if there are any
particular reasons which the association should be addressing.
KPI - 90% of tenancies sustained for more than 12 months
90.1% of all new tenancies were sustained for more than 12 months
ARC INDICATOR C2 - the number of lets during the reporting year by source of let
The number of lets made increased significantly (by 73 properties) in the reporting year which
placed additional pressures on the staff involved in the maintenance of the waiting lists,
processing of applications and the selection of prospective new tenants. This included much
more time spent on selecting, visiting, making offers, viewing properties and signing new
tenancy agreements, etc. It also increased the workload from maintenance staff in terms of the
inspection and processing of void repairs. Lets for both years are broken down as follows:

In addition, 19 temporary furnished properties were let and 2 lockups during the reporting year.
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ARC INDICATORS 19, 20 & 21
Number of Households currently waiting for adaptations to their home – Amended 19/20
Total cost of adaptations completed in the year by source of funding (£) – New 19/20
The average time to complete adaptations – Amended 19/20
The numbers of adaptations completed and the numbers of “approved” applications remains
consistent with previous years. It is worth noting that the average time to complete approved
adaptations has decreased this year, This, however, is influenced by the gap between the
association receiving a OT referral (an approved application) and grant funding being made
available to the association to cover the cost of such works.
17/18 18/19
19/20
Indicator 19
*Number of approved applications on the list for adaptations
51
57
57
as at the start of the reporting year, plus any new approved
applications during the reporting year.
Number of approved applications completed between the start
29
38
34
and end of the reporting year.
The total number of households waiting for applications to be
23
completed at the end of the reporting year – NEW 19/20
Indicator 20 – NEW 19/20
The cost (£) that was landlord funded.
£1,401
The cost (£) that was grant funded.
£58,473
The total cost (£) of all adaptations undertaken in the reporting year
£59,874
Indicator 21
**Total number of working days take to complete individual 8,616
8,687
7,273
adaptations.
***Total number of adaptations completed during the
35
43
36
reporting year.
Percentage of approved applications completed during the 56.8% 66.7%
59.7%
year (no longer reported)
Average time to complete approved adaptations (in days)
297.10 228.61 202.03
*
**

***

applications are approved from the date of assessment by an “appropriate person”. For
example, a doctor or occupational therapist. An application can consist of more than
one medical adaptation as long they were approved on the same assessment.
this is the aggregated number of days taken to complete approved applications during
the reporting year. The count is taken from the date the referral was received by Ayrshire
Housing until the date work is completed by the contractor. For previous years, the count
was taken from the date of assessment by an “appropriate person”. The average time
taken to complete approved applications is more realistic.
total number of adaptations counts each individual medical adaptation completed
during the year.
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KPI: Void re-let time 16 days or less.
• For the year to 31st March 2018 our average re-let time was 18.4 days.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 our average re-let time was 20.6 days.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 our average re-let time was 16.7 days.
ARC Indicator 30
Allocating properties quickly is very
important to us and helps ensure
that rental income is maximised
and rent loss is avoided as far as
possible. This means that we have
to get essential works carried out to
make sure the property meets our
minimum lettable standard as
quickly as possible while also
selecting a prospective tenant.
Occasionally, some properties take
longer to let than others due to
lower demand in some areas or
house types, however, overall we
set a target as an average covering
all lets.
This year, despite a much higher
number of empty properties, our
staff managed to lower the average
re-let times by 4 days.
We will continue to work towards
re-letting properties as quickly as
practically possible and will
continue to review our processes
where any improvements might be
possible.
It should be noted however, that
the restrictions on service delivery
as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic may directly impact on
performance and satisfaction
rates.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD AND COMMUNITY
CHARTER OUTCOME 6: ESTATE MANAGEMENT, ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR, NEIGHBOUR
NUISANCE AND TENANCY DISPUTES
Social landlords, working in partnership with other agencies, help to ensure as far as reasonably
possible that:
- Tenants and other customers live in well-maintained neighbourhoods where they feel
safe.
ARC INDICATOR 14
Percentage of Tenancy Offers Refused
•
•
•

During the Year to 31st March 2018, 135 tenancy offers were made. Of those 135, 17
were refused (12.59%).
During the Year to 31st March 2019, 168 tenancy offers were made. Of those 168, 35
were refused (20.83%).
During the Year to 31st March 2020, 203 tenancy offers were made. Of those 203, 50
were refused (24.63%).

While there has been an increase again in the percentage of refusals recorded we still managed
to reduce the average re-let times from the previous year. We will continue to analyse reasons
for refusals and take account of any particular trends which might merit further action.
ARC INDICATOR 22
Percentage of Court Actions Initiated Which Resulted in Eviction and the Reasons for Eviction

• The total number of court actions initiated during the reporting year.
• The number of properties recovered (reason for recovery – rent had
not been paid).
• The number of properties recovered (reason for recovery – anti social
behaviour).
• The number of properties recovered (other reasons)

To 31st
March
2019

To 31st
March
2020

16

5

5

0

2

0

0

1 (20%)*

Of the 5 court actions initiated in the period to 31st March 2020:
• 1 case is on hold due to Covid-19.
• 1 tenant abandoned their property before decree.
• 1 case has been continued.
• 1 case has been sisted (this means the case was put on hold to monitor arrangements
put in place to pay rent).
• 1 decree for eviction was granted in January 2020.
*One tenant was evicted for the condition of their property and garden. Court action was initiated
in the previous year.
During the 12 months to 31st March 2020, 78 Notice of Proceedings were issued and 7 orders for
Recovery of Possession were granted.
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ARC INDICATORS 3 and 4 - percentage of 1st and 2nd stage complaints responded to in full.
The number of complaints recorded this year has increased from previous years following a
review of the procedures staff should follow when recording complaints, particularly “front-line”
complaints which are dealt with at Stage 1. A further review of the policy and procedures is
being carried out this year to ensure that we follow the guidance issued with regards to
Complaints Handling requirements.
Complaints received in the reporting year
Complaints carried forward from the previous reporting year
All complaints received and carried forward
Number of complaints responded to in full by the landlord in the reporting
year
Time taken in working days to provide a full response
The percentage of all complaints responded to in full
The average time in working days for a full response

Stage 1
64
0
64
64

Stage 2
5
0
5
5

95
100%
4.48

26
100%
5.20

ARC INDICATOR 15
Anti-social behaviour complaints cover a variety of issues. We aim to respond to these within
specific timescales. The vast majority of these complaints are resolved during the reporting
period. However, on occasion due to the nature of the behaviour and ongoing relationships
between neighbours it can prove difficult to resolve them within a set target and in such
instances it requires a lengthy process of monitoring and management before the case can be
“closed”. During the reporting year we resolved 236 (97.9%) of ASB cases reported. 5 cases
remained open all of which were due to be resolved during April 2020.
Cases Reported
Year to 31st March 2018
Year to 31st March 2019
Year to 31st March 2019

202
263
241

Resolved in the
Year
191
254
236

Number of Complaints

The ARC no longer looks at cases resolved within locally agreed targets, but we continue to
record this. In the 12 months to 31st March 2020, 226 complaints were resolved within locally
agreed targets (93.7%).
Percentage of anti-social behaviour cases reported in the
last year which were resolved
270
240
210
180
150
120
90
60

Mar 19

Jun 19

Sep 19

Reported

Dec 19
Resolved
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REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE
CHARTER OUTCOME 4: QUALITY OF HOUSING
Social landlords manage their business so that:
- tenants’ homes, as a minimum, meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) when
they are allocated; are always clean, tidy and in a good state or repair; and also meet the
Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) by December 2020.
ARC INDICATOR 6 - Percentage of homes meeting the Scottish Housing Quality Standard
(SHQS) at the end of the reporting year
17/18
1,511
1,428
94.5%

Total properties within the scope of SHQS
Total properties meeting SHQS
Percentage of stock meeting SHQS

18/19
1,520
1,477
97.2%

19/20
1,569
1,532*
97.6%

*3 properties are currently exempt, 10 properties are currently under abeyance and 24
properties currently fail SHQS. Of the 24 properties which currently fail, 22 are on the grounds
of energy efficiency [C35] and 2 (in Crown Street) are due to a lack of common access to the
stairs or landings [A23]. It is intended that 5 of these properties will be brought up to standard
during the reporting year to 31st March 2021.
CHARTER OUTCOME 5: REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS
Social landlords manage their business so that:
- Tenants’ homes are well maintained, with repairs and improvements carried out when
required, and tenants are given reasonable choices about when work is done.
ARC Indicator 11
The number of times in the reporting year that you did not meet your statutory obligation
to complete a gas safety check within 12 months of a gas appliance being fitted or its last
check (INDICATOR AMENDED FOR 19/20)
-

On 2 occasions we were unable to complete a gas safety check over the reporting
period. On both occasions this was due to the Government restrictions in response
to the Covid-19 Pandemic. Our Gas maintenance contractor was unable to
undertake the statutory gas safety checks to both properties. At the time of this
report 1 property had been serviced and the remaining property’s gas supply had
been capped as the tenant was staying with family during the Covid-19 pandemic
due to under-lying health conditions.

KPI: 100% of properties with a current gas safety record.
For the year to 31st March 2019, 99.8% of properties had a gas safety record.
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KPI: 96% of non-emergency repairs (NER) completed on time and an average NER
completion time within 6 days.
• For the year to 31st March 2018 we completed 98.0% of NER jobs on time and the
average NER time was 4.8 days.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 we completed 96.0% of NER jobs on time and the
average NER time was 5.0 days.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 we completed 87.5% of NER jobs on time and the
average NER time was 7.2 days.
ARC Indicator 9
During the reporting year our
primary repairs contractor ceased
trading without prior notice. This
led to the association having to rely
on its secondary contractors to
provide a full repairs service for our
tenants but with a much reduced
capacity compared to the previous
contractor.
Priority focussed on ensuring
emergency works were attended to
within target response times and
led to a reduction in performance
levels for non-emergency repairs.
The association has now procured
the services of another primary
contractor and is focussed on
improving response times and
completing works within target.
It should be noted however, that
the restrictions on service delivery
as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic may directly impact on
performance and satisfaction
rates. During the reporting year we
processed 3,062 NER repairs.
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KPI: 97% attendance within 4 hours and average emergency completion time within 3 hours.
• For the year to 31st March 2018 we completed 96.5% of emergency jobs on time and
the average completion time was 2.3 hours.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 we completed 94.5% of emergency jobs on time and
the average completion time was 2.4 hours.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 we completed 92.3% of emergency jobs on time and
the average completion time was 2.8 hours.
ARC Indicator 8
During the reporting year our
primary
repairs
contractor
ceased trading without prior
notice. This led to the association
having to rely on its secondary
contractors to provide a full
repairs service for our tenants
but with a much reduced capacity
compared to the previous
contractor.
Priority focussed on ensuring
emergency works were attended
to within target response times
and led to a reduction in
performance levels for nonemergency repairs.
Despite these difficulties the
association’s
secondary
contractors were still able to
provide a standard of service in
terms of response times and
completions within target which
was only a slight decrease from
the previous years.
The association has now
procured the services of another
primary contractor and is
focussed on improving response
times and completing works
within target.
During the reporting year we
processed 1,536 emergency
repairs. We are continuously
working with our contractors to
improve the level of service.
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KPI: 90% of all applicable repairs completed Right First Time (RFT).
• For the year to 31st March 2018 we completed 92.7% of all applicable repairs RFT.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 we completed 91.9% of all applicable repairs RFT.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 we completed 85.6% of all applicable repairs RFT.
ARC Indicator 10
We know that our tenants want repairs
carried out as quickly as possible and
we have set targets to have the work
completed “Right First Time”.
We
completed 2,623 repairs “Right First
Time” in the year to 31st March 2020.
The decrease in performance in this
indicator may be attributable to the
reasons provided for Indicators 8 & 9.
However, we will continue to highlight
the importance of this with our
contractors and aim to improve
performance and meet or exceed our
targets.
It should be noted however, that the
restrictions on service delivery as a
result of the Covid-19 pandemic may
directly impact on performance and
satisfaction rates.
KPI: 95% of all appointments kept
• For the year to 31st March 2018 we kept 99.0% of repairs appointments.
• For the year to 31st March 2019 we kept 98.3% of repairs appointments.
• For the year to 31st March 2020 we kept 96.8% of repairs appointments.
NON-ARC INDICATOR
While we improved the percentage of
appointments kept there was a
decrease in the numbers made. In
discussions with our primary contractors
we hope to expand the numbers of
appointments available and the range of
trades and jobs, including external
works, for which appointments can be
made. It should be noted however, that
the restrictions on service delivery as a
result of the Covid-19 pandemic may
directly impact on performance against
this indicator. A new KPI has been
added to the Business Plan for
2020/21, appointments made for 60%
of all jobs. Progress against this KPI will
be reported in Q1 of 2020/21.
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KPI: 90% satisfaction with the repairs service.
•
For the year to 31st March 2018 tenant satisfaction with the repairs service was 96.1%.
•
For the year to 31st March 2019 tenant satisfaction with the repairs service was 94.6%.
•
For the year to 31st March 2020 tenant satisfaction with the repairs service was 93.1%.
ARC Indicator 12
Although
satisfaction
rates
remained high the numbers of
returns has decreased.

Based on last job only:

We have been reviewing our
framework for gathering feedback
on a number of services, including
repairs and would hope to see an
increase in the numbers of
responses.
It should be noted however, that
the restrictions on service delivery
as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic may directly impact on
performance and satisfaction
rates.
415 paper and 29 text responses
were received over year to 31st
March 2020.
This is a
considerable drop from last year
where 955 responses were
received. To calculate this
indicator, we only look at the “last
job” carried out by our contractors.
This graph is based on 332 “last
job” responses. Of the 332
responses:
• 279 tenants were very satisfied.
• 30 tenants were fairly satisfied.
• 13 tenants were neither
satisfied nor unsatisfied.
• 3 tenants were fairly dissatisfied.
• 7 tenants were very dissatisfied.
To enable us to determine if any
improvements in service delivery
are required, we continue to
contact
every
tenant
who
expresses dissatisfaction.
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OTHER CORPORATE PLAN KPIs

PROJECTS (BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTS)
Performance Indicator

Internal Target
50+ plots secured

To
30th Jun
169

To
30th Sep
169

To
31st Dec
169

To
31st Mar
167

Development Pipeline
Acquisitions and completions

50 a year

39

43

48

50

Neighbourhood Initiatives

Minimum of 2 supported a year

1

2

2

3

Collaborations with communities
and councils
My Home

Minimum of 1 joint project a year

1

1

1

2

30%

27.6%

30.9%

20% household take-up in first 20.1%
year
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Status

GENERAL OPERATIONAL MATTERS
Performance Indicator

Internal Target

Board meetings quorate per session (October to 100%
August)
Board attendance per session (October to August)

Average of
75%

30th

To
Jun
100%

To
Sep
100%

31st

To
Dec
100%

To
Mar
100%

72%

73%

67%

78%

30th

Status

31st

FINANCIAL MATTERS
Performance Indicator

Internal Target
Less than 22.1% of turnover

To
30th Jun
20.6%

To
30th Sep
21.9%

To
31st Dec
21.5%

To
31st Mar
22.0%

Staff/Admin costs
Administration cost/tenancy

Less than £1,028 per tenancy

£925

£1,002

£957

£974

Liquidity – current assets: current
liabilities
(exc. development o/d)
Liquidity – cash: current liabilities
(exc. development o/d)
Interest cover – operating surplus:
interest payable
(adjusted for depreciation)
Debt per unit

1.10:1

2.62:1

2.58:1

3.05:1

2.97:1

1:1

2.46:1

2.38:1

2.89:1

2.79:1

1.1:1

4.48:1

4.96:1

4.93:1

4.31:1

*

Maximum of £25,000 (as £13,273* £13,751* £14,135* £14,014*
adjusted to reflect new HAG
assumptions)
Excluding assets under construction
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Development Committee Minute – 24 June 2020
Prepared by: Jim Whiston

Minute of the Development Committee held on Wednesday 24 June 2020 at 4.30pm as a
MS-Teams meeting.
Present:
Kenny George
Simon Leslie
Bobby Pyper
Mike Tomlinson-Chair
In attendance:
David Glennon
Jim Whiston – Minutes

1.

Apologies
Apologies were received from Georgina Dawson and Myra Nicol.

2.

Declarations of Interest
No matters were disclosed.

3.

Minutes of the meeting held on 29 April 2019
These had previously been considered by the Board on. There were no matters
arising

4.

Development Report
The Committee reviewed the contents of the report. It noted the appointment of the
design team for the Gardenrose project.

5.

Any other business
Date of next meeting – Wednesday 12 August 2020 at 10.30am.
The meeting closed at 5.15pm
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Board Meeting – 29 July 2020
Agenda item: 7a
Subject: Asset Management Plan Review
Prepared by: D McGivern
Recommendation: To approve the revised plan
The current Asset Management Plan for the period 2018-21 was approved by the
Board in June 2018. The Plan is designed to complement and inform the association’s
Corporate Plan and the 30-year Business Plan.
The next full review of the Asset Management Plan is scheduled for June 2021.
The Plan includes an Action Plan (Appendix 4), a summary of the Planned and Cyclical
Maintenance Programme (Appendix 5) and a Property Services Contract Schedule
(Appendix 6).
Among the changes and developments in the previous 12 months was the demise of
our primary reactive repairs contractor and the consequent need to tender and procure
a replacement. Otherwise, the contracts schedule remains mainly unchanged.
The major works programme detailed in last year’s action plan was carried out within
budget and on time, as was the cyclical maintenance programme.
The programme of installing upgraded, inter-linked smoke and heat detectors, along
with carbon monoxide detectors, where required, has progressed well and is on
schedule for completion within the target timescales.
We have also been making progress with the programme of electrical safety testing
that had commenced. This programme will be accelerated this year to achieve
compliance with the required target timescales.
The Plan also includes an expanded section and appendix (Appendix 7) detailing the
association’s progress towards meeting EESSH targets by December 2020 and the
current position with regards to EESSH2 compliance.
Recommendation
The Board are asked to note the progress and actions taken as detailed.
The Board are also asked to note that a comprehensive review of our Asset
Management Plan is scheduled to be presented in 2021. This will include both a review
of the content as well as the format in which the information is presented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This year, 2020-2021 is the final year of the current plan. A new 3-year Asset
Management Plan will be produced by June 2021. This will allow us to take
stock of the impact of Covid-19 on our future funding commitments and general
operations.

1.1

What is an Asset Management Plan?
An Asset Management Plan can be seen as:
“The plan that covers the range of activities that ensure that Ayrshire Housing
(AH) stock meets the needs and standards required now and in the future.”
Ayrshire Housing needs to ensure that the properties it owns and manages are:
In good condition.
Of a quality, type and location to meet the needs of a wide range of current
and future customers, including those with particular needs.
Environmentally sustainable and energy efficient.
Capable of being managed and maintained economically over the long-term.

1.2

Purpose of the Asset Management Plan
The Asset Management Plan is intended to complement and inform Ayrshire
Housing’s Business Plan and 30-year Business Plan and to set out priorities for
the maintenance and improvement of the housing stock.
In common with other housing associations, Ayrshire Housing has finite
resources to expend on asset management, which we must manage efficiently
in order to:
Maintain dwellings in good condition.
Continue to meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS).
Bring properties up-to-date and in line with current and projected household
expectations and demand.
Ensure works comply with current and future regulations.
Provide a balance between responsive and cyclical repairs and capital
investment.
Achieve high standards of energy efficiency in order to achieve compliance
with the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) by the target
date of 2020 and work towards EESSH2 compliance by 2032.

1.3

Our Mission and Aims
In our Business Plan we state our key aims over the period of the Plan as
follows:To deliver excellent service which our tenants appreciate.
To enhance our tenants’ quality of life.
To ensure that our neighbourhoods remain desirable places.
To build new houses to meet needs across our communities.
To bring additional value through our projects and services.
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Ensuring that our properties are maintained to the highest standards over
the long-term.
To always be open to new ideas.
1.4

Asset Management Components
Ayrshire Housing has a number of components within its plan to ensure the
housing stock meets current needs and standards and those that may be
required in the future.
New build development programmes to meet current and future needs and
to replace obsolete or uneconomic stock.
Acquisition of property, through purchase, development or transfer from
other landlords to:
• Maintain a balanced portfolio;
• Address newly emerging needs;
• Achieve economies of scale in the management of Ayrshire Housing
stock;
• Refurbishment and remodelling of dwellings to ensure they remain
attractive and meet modern requirements and tenant expectations.
A planned maintenance programme, achieving economies by replacing
components before they would otherwise require excessive routine repairs,
anticipating changes in minimum acceptable standards, and reducing
future requirements for cyclical maintenance through the provision of more
durable components or advances in technology.
Cyclical maintenance to prevent deterioration in the physical condition of
the stock.
A responsive maintenance service, to ensure that residents remain
satisfied with their accommodation and to prevent unplanned deterioration
in its condition.
An efficient and effective void repair service, helping to ensure houses are
relet as quickly as possible.
Sales and or transfer of property, to remove liabilities or to generate funds
for future re-investment.
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2.

ASSET PROFILE

2.1

Introduction
Ayrshire Housing is a leading Ayrshire based housing association, established
in April 2003, following the merger of:
South Ayrshire Homes - this local housing company was formed in 1998
through the sponsorship of South Ayrshire Council to acquire the local stock
of Scottish Homes following a ballot of tenants and
Carrick Housing Association Ltd - a housing association established in 1991
as the result of a community initiative to build new housing for rent,
originally focusing on Carrick’s burghs and villages.
The merger was achieved by a transfer of engagements from Carrick Housing
Association to South Ayrshire Homes, which as part of the process changed its
name to Ayrshire Housing.
As of March 2020, Ayrshire Housing owned 1,569 rented units including 9
temporary furnished properties. We also provide factoring services to
approximately 1,000 homeowners within our area of operations. Furthermore,
there are 36 lock-up garages located in three sites (Dundonald, Symington and
Girvan) and two office premises (Main Street, Ayr and Dalrymple Street, Girvan).

2.2

Location
Our stock portfolio is primarily located in South Ayrshire, with 99% of units in
this local authority area. There are also a small number of properties in each of
the other Ayrshire local authority areas. (See Appendix 1 – Table 2).
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2.3

Property Size
The following is a breakdown of our stock by apartment size;
•
•
•
•

2 Apartment - 408 units (26.% of stock)
3 Apartment - 669 units (42.64% of stock)
4 Apartment - 427 units (27.2% of stock)
5+ Apartment - 65 units (4.14% of stock)

64.4% of the stock are houses (1011 units) with the remainder being flats;
see Appendix 2 (Table 1).
2.4

Age
The majority of the stock (71.4%) was constructed in the period between 1983
and 2017 as a result of development investment. Stock transferred from
Scottish Homes and other stock acquisitions have been subject to various
improvement programmes including heating, kitchen and window replacement
contracts.

2.5

Construction Type
The bulk of Ayrshire Housing stock (92.3%) is of traditional / timber kit
construction. The balance of stock is non-standard and includes 25 BISF steel
framed properties, 2 Swedish timber units, 10 solid wall properties and 84 Nofines houses or flats. (See Appendix 2 – Table 3).
These non-standard properties present a greater challenge for achieving the
Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) targets due to the nature
of their construction. However, 6 of the solid wall units (including 4 new build
flats in Dailly) and 30 of the No Fines properties have been subject to the
provision of external wall insulation (EWI).
The association has previously undertaken an external improvement works
project in 2012/13 covering 21 of the BISF units which included the provision
of external wall insulation (EWI), replacement roof coverings and new external
doors.

3.

DEMAND
Ayrshire Housing operates in areas where there is a high demand for housing
across all tenures. The addition of new homes for affordable rent, through
grant-aided purchase and development, remains a key objective for the
association.
Ayrshire Housing also actively participates in the Mortgage to Rent Scheme and
has acquired a number of properties via this route. The association has also
purchased properties, partly grant funded, on the open market. We acquire
such houses on the basis that they already meet the minimum quality and
energy standards or can be readily brought up to standard.
Consideration is also given to further stock transfer opportunities or stock
rationalisation providing any proposals are cost effective. The association is
committed to further development on a sustainable basis and will consider all
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opportunities to secure grant funding and seek to participate in future new build
development initiatives. In addition, we will seek to use our financial strength to
undertake small scale innovative projects at a deliverable and sustainable
scale.
4.

STANDARDS
Listed below are the different standards, obligations and legislative duties
which the association must meet to comply with legislation, government
initiatives and the Scottish Housing Regulator.

4.1

Minimum standard
The association is legally obliged to maintain its property up to the standards
covered by the following legislation –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, 2006 and 2010;
Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998;
The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2006 and 2012;
Scottish Secure Tenants (Right to Repair) Regulations 2002;
Scottish Secure Tenants (Compensation for Improvements) Regulations
2002;
Relevant Health & Safety legislation;
Scottish Housing Quality Standard;
The Scottish Social Housing Charter;
The Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011;
The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994;
The Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) 2014.

The Scottish Social Housing Charter requires all housing associations to meet a
number of standards and outcomes relating to housing quality and
maintenance. These are defined as follows:
Quality of Housing (Section 4)
Social landlords manage their business so that:
• Tenants’ homes, as a minimum, meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard
(SHQS) when they are allocated; are always clean, tidy and in a good state
of repair; and also meet the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing
(EESSH) by December 2020
Repair, maintenance and improvements (Section 5)
Social landlords manage their business so that:
• “tenants’ homes are well maintained, with repairs and improvements
carried out when required, and tenants are given reasonable choices about
when work is done”.
These Standards are further defined and supported by the following
requirements:
•

Provision of an effective, efficient and responsive repair service to their
residents, with published targets for the standards of performance to be
achieved.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.2

Ensure residents have access to a 24-hour emergency service and inform
residents about this policy and the procedures used to provide this service.
Meet the requirements of Right To Repair and Right To Compensation for
Improvements.
Monitor and at least annually report performance to residents and review
against service standards.
Ensure that the housing is in a reasonable and lettable condition, including
a standard for this condition.
Reasonable methods for knowing the condition of the stock and up-to-date
information on the condition, including its energy efficiency.
Have costed plans for future maintenance and improvement of housing.
Provide higher energy efficiency homes to reduce fuel poverty and assist
the Scottish Government to meet climate change targets.
Be able to demonstrate that they are making adequate financial provision
for planned maintenance and improvement works.
Ensure value for money and probity in the commissioning and execution of
its repair, maintenance and improvement works.
Assessing tenant satisfaction regarding the quality of service provided.

Scottish Housing Quality Standard
The Scottish Housing Quality Standard was introduced by the then Scottish
Executive in February 2004. The purpose of this standard was to create a
minimum standard for housing across all local authorities and registered social
landlords (RSLs).
The standard is broken down into five broad criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Must be compliant with the tolerable standard;
Must be free from serious disrepair;
Must be energy efficient;
Must have modern facilities and services;
Must be healthy, safe and secure.

These are then divided into 61 sub-elements in order to clarify the specific
measures that must be met in order to achieve compliance with the standard.
Appendix 2, Table 4 indicates progress towards compliance up to the current
position in respect of SHQS to March 2020.
The association has sought temporary abeyances for properties due to refusal
of tenants or neighbouring owners to participate in works programmes.
Proposed works will be completed as a priority once consent is obtained. In
addition, we have sought exemptions for 3 properties due to technical or legal
constraints.
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5.

STOCK CONDITION
Ayrshire Housing commissioned The Planned Maintenance Consultancy (TPMC)
to undertake a partial stock condition survey in 2008 with further surveys in
2010 in addition to a desk top analysis of new build developments completed
after 2008.
This information has since been augmented by undertaking surveys in-house,
through a rolling programme of surveys aimed at undertaking 20% of the total
stock each year (approximately 300 units). This aims to achieve a 100% stock
survey over a five-year period and ensure the information held on file is
accurate. The current proportion of stock that has been surveyed since April
2015 is 59.6%.
The association has jointly commissioned the development and procurement of
online digital surveying software to improve the efficiency of the surveying
process. This is being done partly to ensure that the target for achieving
completion of the 100% over 5 years is met. As part of this development a
review of the resources required to carry out the planned level of surveys is also
being conducted. This review is taking account of the association’s current
internal capacity along with the option of utilising external support to assist in
the process. The development and procurement process is being conducted in
collaboration with another RSL.
The information obtained during these surveys along with desktop analyses is
used to update the stock database and inform the planned and cyclical
maintenance programmes.
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6.

FINANCIAL PLAN

6.1

Overall Conclusions
The financial plan looks at the resources required to meet the expenditure on
our properties over the next 30 years.
This includes expenditure on:
Responsive Repairs (including voids);
Gas servicing;
Cyclical Painting and Repairs;
Planned Maintenance and Improvements;
Other investment works.
A planned maintenance programme was developed by the TPMC to ensure
investment for major works improvements and/or component replacements
has been reviewed and updated. This information has now been transferred
into the Planned Maintenance module on SDM. As previously mentioned, the
planned programme is subject to ongoing review to reflect stock condition and
ensure replacements/improvements are planned and funded in an effective
manner.
For Ayrshire Housing, the main items of component replacement expenditure
(including VAT, fees and excluding inflation) over the period to March 2023 are
as follows:
Component

Current Remedial Costs
(incl. VAT & Fees)

Kitchens
Heating (gas/electric)
Windows/External Doors
Roofing including gutters & Rwp’s
Render
Bathrooms
Totals

£
£1,512,800
£1,079,900
£661,250
£543,600
£707,200
£300,000
£4,801,750

A recent review of the condition of the external render that was scheduled for
replacement during this period indicates that not all planned work will be required
resulting in a saving of £163,200 which would bring the above costs down to
£4,638,550.
It is clear that a further review of the planned programme will be required to ensure
that costs remain within the projected budget. Rising materials costs and other
unknown consequences e.g. of the economic impact of Covid-19 will require careful
consideration as to our capacity to carry out the works currently scheduled in our
Planned Maintenance programmes.
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6.2

Financial Resources
The current business plan cash flow projections allows for expenditure of
around £4m for planned maintenance works in the period to March 2023.

6.3

Asset Sales and Stock Acquisitions
The association will undertake option appraisals for properties with
exceptionally high levels of historic and forecast expenditure. Properties which
cannot be converted or utilised in other ways at viable costs may be considered
for disposal. The association will make maximum use of any available grant
funding to allow remodelling of existing stock and ensure we meet the needs of
tenants.
The association has acquired a number of individual houses or flats through
participation in the Mortgage to Rent Scheme, Shared Ownership buy back and
open market purchases. The association will continue to participate in such
opportunities but consideration of the ability of a property to achieve SHQS and
EESSH will be taken into consideration prior to making a purchasing decision.
Where the association would become a minority owner cognisance must be
taken of any common repair issues which could result in the association failing
in its duty to maintain the property, internally and externally to an acceptable
standard
The association may consider targeted acquisitions of properties which would
help to address common repairs issues including the purchase of a flat in a
block which would result in the association having a majority and thus be able
to progress common repairs.

6.4

Financial Reserves
Ayrshire Housing is financially strong with a solid asset base and a fundable
stock maintenance and improvement plan.

6.5

Benchmarking
Ayrshire Housing uses the Scottish Social Housing Charter (ARC) information to
benchmark our performance across the sector. We also participate in the
Scotland’s Housing Network (SHN) which provides us with the opportunity to
identify and learn from best practice exchanged with other members. We are
also members of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Forum of Housing
Associations which is also a platform for sharing experience and good practice.

6.6

Option Appraisals
Over two thirds of Ayrshire Housing stock has been built since the mid 90’s. The
majority of the remainder already meets SHQS as a result of previous
investment in major repairs and improvements. When properties fail the
standard, temporary exemptions have been sought, with necessary works
planned for completion as a priority.
We will monitor a range of factors to allow us to consider various options with
regards to the future use of particular properties. These options may include
upgrading, reconfiguration, and change of use or disposal.
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Option Appraisal Review Factors
Reason

Factor to be Monitored

A property may need a considerable
amount of work to be done to bring
up to the Scottish Housing Quality
Standard (SHQS) or other future
standard.

The work arising from stock condition
surveys needs to be regularly reviewed
to ensure that we are investing in
housing with a long-term future. In
addition,
properties
may
be
uneconomical to repair at a future
date due to the design or build type.

A property may, over time, cease to
meet the needs for which it was
originally constructed or acquired
e.g.
temporary
furnished
accommodation for homeless
persons. Additionally an area or
specific house type may suffer from
a lack of demand.

Tenancy turnover, together with the
time taken to re-let empty homes.
Change in legislation or funding
arrangements.

A
property
may
become
uneconomic to manage as a result
of difficulty in charging an
appropriate rent to the tenant or
other client.

We need to monitor properties with
special financial arrangements, such
as the leasing agreements with other
agencies.

Financial viability
circumstances

and

other Rental income does not meet costs or
other grounds e.g., managing one
property in a block of other communal
properties where significant future
expenditure seems likely.

Appendix 3 details the Option Appraisal process that will be followed.
6.7

Stock Database/Life Cycle Costed Plan (LCCP)
The association’s LCCP was initially developed by The Planned Maintenance
Consultancy and has been subject to periodic revision in order to take account
of the development programme, improvement works and stock condition survey
information.
The cost data and notional life expectancies from the LCCP has been
independently assessed by a consultant QS and the information has now been
transferred into the Planned Maintenance module on SDM. This module allows
improved functionality including stock profiling and expenditure modelling to
ensure component replacement and property improvement works programmes
are planned effectively.
As stated previously the association has jointly commissioned the development
and procurement of online digital surveying software to improve the efficiency
of the surveying process. This is being done partly to ensure that the target for
achieving completion of the 100% over 5 years is met. As part of this
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development a review of the resources required to carry out the planned level
of surveys is also being conducted.
7.

IMPLEMENTATION

7.1

Planned Maintenance
The planned and cyclical maintenance investment programmes are presently
delivered through elemental programmes as opposed to ‘whole house’
refurbishment. These improvement works have included central heating
installations, window and door replacement and kitchen upgrades. This
approach tackles disrepair and lack of amenity across a larger number of
homes. The elemental approach is considered appropriate given the general
condition of the stock although the association will consider integrated works
programmes where necessary to ensure value for money is achieved.
This is demonstrated by the external fabric improvement works project to 39
houses in Castleview, Dundonald. These properties were enhanced by the
provision of external wall insulation (EWI) to improve the thermal performance
of the structure, plus replacement windows,
The SDM Planned Maintenance module is used to forecast the expenditure
required for component replacement based on the notional life expectancy and
any items identified during stock condition surveys. The plan will be subject to
continuous review as a result of updated stock condition information including
the need to undertake component replacements earlier due to premature
failure or where spend can be deferred due to actual life expectancy compared
to notional values.
As indicated in the table at 6.1 above the main focus for planned works in the
period to 2023 continues to be replacement kitchens and heating renewals. In
addition, windows, external doors, replacement render and roof coverings are
required for some houses especially for some stock transfer estates.
Externally driven requirements such as meeting SHQS and EESSH are also
major influences on the content and timing of the association’s planned, major
investment programmes.
We will also continue to explore any external funding opportunities that will
enable planned works programmes to be delivered at a reduced cost or which
provide improvements at no cost to the association. In recent years, external
funding has permitted the installation of Air Source Heat Pumps and Quantum
Heaters in lieu of electric storage heating primarily in areas which are not on
the national gas grid..
Appendix 5 illustrates the planned and cyclical maintenance expenditure
programme during the currency of the Asset Management Plan.
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7.2

Cyclical Maintenance
Cyclical repainting contracts have been ongoing on a 5-year programme. This
expenditure will be reviewed on a regular basis with the appropriate action
taken to manage the programme in an efficient way.

7.3

Response Maintenance and Voids
Following a comprehensive competitive tendering exercise in 2016 this contract
was again awarded to a local contractor, JD Thomson (Property Care) Ltd of
Maybole. The assessment was subject to a Quality/Price matrix and was
awarded on a schedule of rates basis for an initial three-year term to 2019.
Unfortunately this contractor ceased trading mid-2019 without any prior notice.
The association has since completed the procurement of another contractor,
Turner Property Service Ltd. with the contract commencing on 1 April 2020.
In addition to this contract, Ayrshire Housing has procured the services of a
number of other contractors through competitive tendering including a
secondary reactive maintenance contractor.

7.4

Service Contracts
Service contracts are in place to cover both servicing (preventative
maintenance) together with responsive repairs for a number of more
specialised areas..
Contracts are in place for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift Maintenance;
Powered Entrance Doors;
Landscape Maintenance.
Gas Maintenance
Legionella
Asbestos
Electrical Testing
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8

HEALTH AND SAFETY

8.1

Gas Servicing and Maintenance
James Frew (Gas Sure) was appointed to undertake our Gas Annual Inspection
and Reactive Maintenance Contract. This contract was awarded on August
2018 and is on the basis of a two-year term (to 2020), again with the option to
extend on an annual basis for up to three-years, subject to satisfactory
performance.
Comprehensive internal and contractor’s management systems are in place to
ensure compliance with our statutory duties in respect of gas servicing.

8.2

Fire Risk Management
Ayrshire Housing has a duty as an Employer under the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005
to carry out Fire Risk Assessments to the common areas of properties for which
we have a responsibility for maintenance.
All new properties built by the association or those undergoing refurbishment
will comply with the Building Regulatory Standards and will be equipped with
the relevant fire protection equipment as appropriate including smoke/heat
detection, fire doors, emergency lighting, smoke control equipment and dry
risers.
All fire detection and protection equipment will comply with the relevant British
standard and will be subject to testing and servicing.
Residents will be made aware of their responsibilities to provide access for
servicing and informed about fire safety through articles in the association
newsletters and use of the association’s website.
Following the Grenfell Tower Fire, the Scottish Government brought forward its
consultation on fire and smoke alarms, as well as CO alarms, in housing. The
result is a major change to the “tolerable standard” for all housing tenures,
taking effect from February 2021, giving housing providers less than 2 years to
install or upgrade fire and CO alarms in all of their properties.
The new standard requires:
•

One smoke alarm installed in the room most frequently used for general
daytime living purpose
• One smoke alarm in every circulation space on each storey, such as
hallways and landings
• One heat alarm installed in every kitchen
• Carbon monoxide detectors to be fitted where there is a carbon-fuelled
appliance (such as boilers, fires, heaters) or a flue.
Ayrshire Housing’s response to this new legislation – we have issued
instructions to Gas Sure, our gas maintenance contractor, to supply and fit
interconnected smoke and heat alarms throughout our properties to ensure
compliance with the new legislation. Initial funding of £200,000 has been
allocated for these works. A further funding bid was submitted to the Scottish
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Government for an interest-free loan of £300,000 in order to complete this
requirement. This bid was successful and has been allocated to the smoke and
heat detector installation programme.
8.3

Asbestos
Ayrshire Housing has responded to the Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations
2002 through the development of an Asbestos Register and Management Plan.
This Register, which is subject to review and updating, provides information
regarding the location and control measures relating to asbestos in our stock.
It primarily relates to our stock acquired through LSVT and individual
acquisitions as it is acknowledged that the stock built through our development
programme should not contain asbestos. A review of our Register and
Management Plan has been undertaken during 2020 and a programme of resurveying and updating our information will be carried out.
The association has adopted the Asbestos In Tenancies Policy developed by
EVH Health and Safety advisors, ACS, included in the Landlord Facilities Health
and Safety Policies Manual.

8.4

Risk Assessment for Legionella
Ayrshire Housing's obligations are determined by the requirements of the Health
and Safety at Work Act and extend to non-employees, such as
residents, independent contractors and members of the public. Guidance to
fulfil these obligations is set out in the HSE Approved Code of Practice,
commonly referred to as "L8".
The association has commissioned risk assessments and introduced water
hygiene regimes to ensure compliance with the above guidance.
The association has adopted the Water Systems and Legionella Policy
developed by EVH Health and Safety advisors, ACS, included in the Landlord
Facilities Health and Safety Policies Manual.

8.5

Landlord Facilities Health and Safety Manual
Under modern legislation, a wide range of topic-specific compliance
requirements are placed on us to ensure that our premises and services are
maintained in a safe and habitable condition. These requirements are generally
considered to be more related to ‘facilities management’ than traditional ‘Health
and Safety’ requirements, although many stem from the same risk management
legislation.
To ensure that we can demonstrate compliance with our Health, Safety and
Welfare responsibilities as both Employer and Landlord, Employers in Voluntary
Housing (EVH) with the assistance of its Health and Safety advisors, ACS,
produced a manual containing a number (26) of “Topic Specific Policies”
addressing our Health & Safety obligations for each area.
Whilst the majority of procedures are based on topic-specific legislation, the
complexity of this legislation (and associated approved codes of practice and
guidance) often allows for a degree of ‘interpretation’ of how best to manage
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the risks. Therefore, these policies and procedures are intended to cover the
basics of legal compliance and good practice.
The 26 policies have been reviewed and either adopted or amended to reflect
our own requirements or to accept that our existing policies either met or
exceeded what was recommended in the EVH templates.
The policies and their “Chapter” number contained within the manual are as
follows:
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11
7.12
7.13
7.14
7.15
7.16
7.17
7.18
7.19
7.20
7.21
7.22
7.23
7.24
7.25
7.26

Asbestos in Tenancies
Anti-social behaviour
Business Continuity, Emergency Preparedness and Response
Construction Design and Management (CDM)
Cleaning and Cleanliness
Commercial Leases
Contractor Selection and Control
Domestic Pets
Electrical Safety
Energy Performance Certificates
Event Risk Management
Fire Safety in Housing Stock and Common Areas
Furnished Premises - Safety Standards
Gas Safety and Inspection
Hygiene of Tenancies
Information to Tenants and Tenancy Agreements
Lifts Safety
Lighting
Plant, Equipment and PPE
Play Parks Safety
Premises Fitness and Repair
Re-development of Land and Buildings
Security
Ventilation and Fresh Air
Waste Management
Water Systems and Legionella

8.6

Construction (Design and Maintenance) Regulations 2015
The 2015 regulations extend their scope to most construction work. Ayrshire
Housing already has systems in place to ensure that all contractors take health
and safety seriously. The association will continue to review its processes as
necessary so that these fully meet the requirements of the 2015 regulations.
Specialist health and safety advisors have been engaged to assist with this task.

9.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

9.1

Energy Efficiency
Due to the relatively recent construction of much Ayrshire Housing stock and as
a result of previous investment , the majority of our houses are above average
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in terms of energy efficiency. The introduction of the Energy Efficiency Standard
for Social Housing (EESSH) presents an additional challenge to achieve the new
standard by the target date of 2020. The twin aims of EESSH are to help the
Scottish Government to meets its carbon emissions reduction targets and to
reduce fuel poverty.
The Building Research Establishment has investigated the impact of SAP ratings
and the table below indicates the minimum SAP ratings to pass EESSH using
SAP 2009 or SAP 2012. Ayrshire Housing will continue to obtain revised Energy
Performance Certificates (EPCs) as a result of void properties to reduce cloned
data or where improvement works have been completed.

Dwelling type
Flats
Four in a block
Houses non-detached
Houses detached

Energy Efficiency
Rating (SAP 2009)
Gas
Electric
69
65
65
65
69
65
60
60

Energy Efficiency
Rating (SAP 2012)
Gas
Electric
69
63
65
62
69
62
60
57

Association performance in meeting EESSH is reported to the Scottish Housing
Regulator via the annual return.
The tables in Appendix 7 provides information on the current position with
regards to properties failing by dwelling type, banding and also the assessment
procedure used for each of the properties where we have an EPC.
Appendix 7 also outlines how we intend to progress with meeting our EESSH
and EESSH2 obligations.
As the appendix shows, there are a number of properties where either the fail
is marginal or where it is based on an out of date EPC i.e. using the Standard
Assessment Procedure SAP2005.
A number of these properties are due to have boiler replacement works or new
electric heating systems installed between this year and next and it is hoped
that this investment will result in them meeting the EESSSH standard.
When properties which fail EESSH are identified, it is proposed to continue to
target energy efficiency measures and increase the energy efficiency of these
homes. Works may include increasing insulation in walls and roofs as well as
ensuring that all our dwellings have efficient heating systems. One challenge
affecting the association is stock that is off the gas grid. The installation of Air
Source Heat Pumps to 63 properties in Ballantrae, Kirkmichael, Straiton &
Tarbolton and the provision of high efficiency Quantum storage heaters to offgas grid houses has demonstrated that improvements can be delivered to rural
non-gas stock. The projects benefitted from grant funding of £196,105. In
addition, 11 properties at Whitefaulds Avenue were brought onto the gas grid
and gas central heating installed at a cost of £40,392
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The Scottish Government has identified the following improvements as
‘reasonable measures’ to be considered in achieving EESSH:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of condensing boilers;
Installation of double or secondary glazing;
Additional heating controls;
Increasing loft insulation to current standards;
Floor insulation;
Compact fluorescent lighting (CFL);
Cavity/External wall insulation where suitable.

Ayrshire Housing will consider these measures through our planned works
programmes and undertake specific targeted improvements where possible to
address issues affecting failing stock. An assessment will be carried out
regarding the feasibility and affordability of carrying out such works.
10

PROCUREMENT, DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

10.1 Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014
Ayrshire Housing is a contracting authority in terms of the act. The association’s
procurement policies have been reviewed to ensure compliance with the Act.
The association has developed a Procurement Strategy to meet the
requirements of the legislation and publishes an annual Procurement Report.
Appendix 6 provides a summary of contracts which were reviewed as part of
this process.
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10.2 Design Guide
The association’s recently revised Design Guide (2019) is also in place to set
standards in relation to Energy Efficiency and Sustainability which should inform
any refurbishment works undertaken by the association.
10.3 Environmental Standards
The maintenance of our housing can have a negative local and global,
environmental impact. We have a responsibility to reduce harmful impacts
through reducing energy and water consumption, waste reduction and to use
our purchasing power to acquire environmentally friendly maintenance
products.
We will take an environmental preference approach to the selection of materials
and components for our repair, replacement and development programmes. In
particular, we will refer to the BRE’s Green Guide to Specification.
11.

AIDS AND ADAPTATIONS
Ayrshire Housing is committed to addressing the needs of all our customers and
undertakes measures such as the provision of aids and adaptations in order to
enable residents to stay in their homes. In addition, Ayrshire Housing works
closely with occupational therapists and the local authority to identify and
address disability issues. The Aids and Adaptations Policy was reviewed and
passed by the Board in 2018.

12.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Ayrshire Housing routinely seeks feedback from tenants who have received a
responsive repair in order to check that they are satisfied. As at March 2019,
the satisfaction rate for completed repairs from this source was over 94% (very
or very fairly), based on the 483 last job responses (ARC indicator 16) out of a
total return of 823 paper or text responses over all categories of reactive
repairs. This compares favourably with the independent tenant satisfaction
surveys completed in 2013 and 2016 which indicated that 84% and 92% of
tenants respectively who had received a repair were either very or fairly
satisfied.

13.

ACTION PLAN
The Asset Management Plan is intended to cover a three-year period, and at the
end of that time will be subject to a comprehensive review. Annual reviews will
be carried out to meet changes in legislation or other factors requiring action
and adjustment.
A rolling action plan is attached at Appendix 4 which identifies key areas for
annual review.
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APPENDIX 1
TABLE 1 – LOCATION OF STOCK (as at 31 March 2020)
TOWN

TOTAL

% BY LOCATION

Annbank
Ayr
Ballantrae
Barr
Coylton
Crosshill
Dailly
Dalrymple
Dundonald
Girvan
Kirkmichael
Kirkoswald
Maidens
Maybole
Monkton
Mossblown
Prestwick
Saltcoats
Straiton
Symington
Tarbolton
Troon
Irvine (Springside)
Kilmarnock
TOTAL

2
829
27
8
41
9
54
14
72
135
23
8
7
87
11
22
53
1
12
5
60
86
1
2
1569

0.13%
52.84%
1.72%
0.51%
2.61%
0.57%
3.44%
0.89%
4.59%
8.60%
1.47%
0.51%
0.45%
5.54%
0.70%
1.40%
3.37%
0.06%
0.76%
0.32%
3.82%
5.49%
0.06%
0.13%
100.0%

TABLE 2 – TYPE OF PROVISION BY LOCAL AUTHORITY AREA (as at 31 March 2020)
Type of Provision
General
Sheltered
Very Sheltered
Medium Dependency
Wheelchair Housing
Ambulent Disabled
Self-Contained
Total

South
1418
0
0
0
45
88
0
1551
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East
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
16

North
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

All Areas
1436
0
0
0
45
88
0
1569

APPENDIX 2
TABLE 1: STOCK BY HOUSE TYPE (as at 31 March 2020)
House Type

2

3

4

5+

House
High Rise
Tenement
4 in a block
Maisonette/Other
Total

61
7
250
16
74
408

470
17
135
19
28
669

415

65

5
3
4
427

65

All
Types
1011
24
390
38
106
1569

TABLE 2: STOCK BY AGE BANDING (as at 31 March 2020)
Age Band
Total

Pre1919
5

19191944
19

19451964
307

19651982
118

19832002
494

Post
2002
626

Total
1569

TABLE 3: STOCK BY CONSTRUCTION TYPE (as at 31 March 2020)
Construction Type
Traditional
BISF
No fines
Solid wall
Swedish timber
Total

Number of Units
1448
25
84
10
2
1569

% of total
92.28%
1.59%
5.35%
0.64%
0.13%
100%

TABLE 4: SHQS COMPLIANCE PROGRESS BY YEAR
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
90
46
12
12
59
63
8
29

2020
24

Stock
Failing
SHQS
Exemptions
2
3
3
3
3
3
In Abeyance
6
7
13
12
11
10
Stock
1344 1396 1453 1454 1407 1419 1428 1477 1532
Passing
Total Stock 1434 1442 1465 1474 1476 1498 1511 1520 1569
% Failing
6.3
3.2
0.8
0.8
4.0
4.2
4.5 1.90
1.53
% Passing
93.7 96.8 99.2 98.6 95.3 94.7 94.5 97.1 97.64
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APPENDIX 3
OPTION APPRAISAL PROCESS
1

POLICY STATEMENT
Ayrshire Housing will:
•
•
•

2.

Ensure that new properties meet the needs of the proposed client group and
are likely to continue to do so for the foreseeable future.
Review its existing stock using key indicators to ensure that needs continue
to be met.
Ensure that its housing stock meets the Scottish Housing Quality Standard
and the new EESSH targets.

THE REVIEW PROCESS
Properties will be reviewed by a group of staff, known as the Asset Management
Group against the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All properties where there has been a vacancy lasting more than 13 weeks
and is empty as at the end of the quarter under review.
All properties where there has been a relet period of more than 13 weeks
and where there have been more than four refusals.
All estates or blocks where the rent losses due to voids have been more
than 8% in the last year.
Any individual housing unit where there is a need to spend in excess of the
values indicated (Table One below) on repairs in the next 12 months (flats
will be considered as a block).
Any scheme or property where the Director is of the opinion that there are
issues that should be addressed by the Group.
Schemes where we have a full set of financial information and it shows that
the scheme concerned has made a loss in the previous two years.

TABLE ONE
Property Type

Expenditure Limit
(including VAT & fees)

Property with 2 or more bedrooms

£30,000

Property with 1 bedroom or a £15,000
studio/bedsit
£10,000 per bed space for the first
Shared bed space
10 plus £2,000 per bed space
after that.
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Once a scheme has been reviewed, there are a number of possible outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do nothing;
Monitor over a period of time;
Carry out improvements or repairs;
Change the client group;
Reconfigure the scheme;
Dispose;
Demolish;
Transfer the properties to another RSL.
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APPENDIX 4, ACTION PLAN
Item
Milestones
Carry out selected stock • Carry out periodic internal training to
condition surveys of 304
ensure consistency of assessments.
properties (approximately • Prepare programme of surveys by
20% of stock) annually
March of each year.
and update database
(targeting those identified
- 1st Quarter – 76 surveys
by their high levels of
- 2nd Quarter – 76 surveys
responsive repairs).
- 3rd Quarter – 76 surveys
- 4th Quarter – 76 surveys.
- Annual Target – 304 surveys

Continue with external
repainting programme to
a five-year cycle.

• Review properties to be completed
within annual programme by January.
• Complete tender process and agree
contract(s) by March.
• Monitor quality and satisfaction of
works – April to October.
• Complete and authorise payments by
December.

Progress
Current five-year programme:
Year 1 (2017-18)
- target 334 surveys
- actual 302 surveys (90%)
Year 2 (2018-19)
- target 300 surveys
- actual 306(100%)
Year 3 (2019-20)
Target 304
Actual 321 (combination of
physical surveys and desktop
analysis).
2019/20 programme complete:
Ayr – Fulshaw Place, George
Square. McLean Street, Wills
Gardens, Gould Street and Galloway
Gardens.
View and Fernbank Court.
Coylton – Glenhead Court/ Place,
High Park Road, St Brides Way

Comments
Comprehensive review of survey
methodology and programme being
undertaken during 2020-2021.
The association has jointly
commissioned software
development and procurement to
allow for more efficient electronic
capture of stock condition
information.
Assessment of resources required
to meet survey targets will be also
carried out during the year.
Rolling 5-year programme
indicated at Appendix 5)

(as

Tender is being prepared for
2020/21. Programme delay due to
Covid-19
5 Year Term contract using
Schedule of Rates (SoR) to be
tendered 2020.
Tender Information passed to Ewan
Sommerville Partnership.
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Carry out reviews of
priorities of works and
funding arrangements for
the programmes within
asset management and
prepare a long term
financially
supported
works
programme.
Include
resident
involvement
in
the
considerations
and
proposals.
↑

•

•

•
•

Review Life Cycle Costings reports
from The Planned Maintenance
Consultancy.
Consider options and programme
of works in alignment with
financial
commitments
and
projections.
Confirm annual major repairs
works by December.
Tender/negotiate and contract by
March.

Review completed and draft
programme prepared. Programme
revised to reflect cash flow
projections
and
information
obtained during stock condition
surveys.
2019/20
works
completed including:

Revised priorities identified to
achieve EESSH including gas boiler
replacement / electric heating
upgrades for off gas grid stock
incorporated into the programme.
Data reviewed and transferred to
SDM Planned Maintenance
programme Module.

2020/21 works programmed
Renewal of 70 kitchens at Fulshaw identified (Appendix 5).
Place, Hadyard Terrace, Mossbank
Place & Southside Avenue
Replacement of 62 boilers at
Blackfriars Court, Braehead Ave,
Renewal of 188 gas boilers at Cunninghame Road Ave Earl
Crown Square, Fulshaw Place, St Crescent, Earl Rise
Andrews Court St Cuthbert Road &
Street Hosiery Court & Whitefaulds Renewal of 15 Bathrooms at
Crescent
Southside Avenue, Woodside
External Wall Insulation (EWI)
installation at 39 properties in
Castleview, Dundonald and 2
properties in Waggon Road, Ayr

Replacement of 6 Electrical heating
systems Victory Cres, Dailly,
Kirkbride Cres. Crosshill,
Whitefaulds Ave. Maybole.

£300,000 Grant Funding from
Scottish Government This is partfunding the fitting of interlinked
smoke and heat alarms with carbon
monoxide alarms as a result of new
standards
and
regulations
introduced
by
the
Scottish
Government. This will take place
over a two-year period commencing

Renewal of 47 External Doors
George Place, Ayr Arran Ave,
Ballantrae, The Clachan, Barr,
Victory Cres. Dailly
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Renew 6 Patio Doors Victory
Crescent, Dailly

February 2019 with the amends to
the Housing (Scotland) Act and
Scottish Housing Quality Standard.
81.9% completed Full compliance
Dec 2020

Dispose of
Properties
↑

Unsuitable

Annual
surveys
of
customer satisfaction.
↑

• Subject to discussion
Management Group.

by

Asset

Rewire 1 Property Thornyflat Drive,
Ayr
All of the above works are subject
to delay or reassessment due to
the Covid-19 restrictions or
restriction imposed by budget
constraints. Technical Services
Manager to review

One property which failed SHQS
was identified and was disposed of
in 2019 -2020

• Report to Board January, April, August Surveys being carried out as part of
routine repairs procedures i.e. all
and November.
tenants in receipt of repair. Surveys
also undertaken via text messaging
(pilot commenced Jan 2012).
For 2018/19 a total of 823 paper or
text surveys were returned. ARC
indicator 16 (last job only) recorded
94.6% of tenants responding were
either very or fairly satisfied.
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The survey questions have been
amended to reflect the Scottish
Social Housing Charter (Indicator
16) introduced April 2013.
A
comprehensive
Tenant
Satisfaction Survey was undertaken
2019.

Review
The
new
manufacture Supply and
installation of External
Doors and Windows
↑

Technical
Service
Manager
in
Consultation with Ewing Somerville
partnership to provide Preliminaries,
Specification and Bill of Quantities.

Technical Service Manager held
initial
meeting
with
Ewing
Somerville Partnership on the 21
May 2019 to discuss the
Framework contract

Working to establish list of
addresses and window and door
take-offs.
337 properties identified.

Firm offer contract 4-year period 20202024.
Delay in tender preparation.
Scottish Design and Building Contract List supplied to ESP.
(DB/Scot)
2011
Edition
with
amendments
and
supplementary Tender to be completed 2020.
conditions

Risk Assessment review
for Legionella.
↑

• Integrated Water Services. Successful Initial Risk Assessment and Temperature monitoring of office
contractor 2-year contract 2019-2021 programme of works to be taps ongoing.
submitted by end of June 2019
with option of additional 12 months.
Updated Risk assessment deferred
pending office alterations.
Water Systems and Legionella
Policy produced as part of our
Landlord Facilities Health & Safety
Policies Manual.

Comply with
requirements of Fire
Safety, Asbestos
Management, Legionella
Control and Construction

Evidence of compliance to be
presented to association’s Health &
Safety Committee

Policies adopted – June 2020
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Health and Safety
policies
Establish
Tenants’
Repairs Service Focus
Group.
↑

Develop an approach to
disability
and
stock
configuration.
↑

Construction (Design and
Management)
Regulations 2015
Procurement
(Scotland) Act
↑

Reform

Milestones were originally set for Following the 2014 Tenant
2012.
Satisfaction Survey, a number of
tenants expressed interest in
participation in Repairs Focus
Group

Group participants consulted on the
last review of Repairs and
Maintenance Policy.
Since then the Tenant Scrutiny
Group was established and chose
the repairs service as a subject for
Focus Group involving six tenants their first area for scrutiny
held in November 2014.
The
group
produced
their
recommendations for consideration
and
responses
to
those
recommendations were drafted.
The association’s responses to the
recommendations were presented
to and accepted by the Group.
• Aids and Adaptations Policy approved Confirmation of grant funding Adaptation waiting list referrals
2019/20 £60,000
being processed.
by the Board Nov 2018
• Adaptations to be added to SDM.
Total grant was spent.

• CDM (Scotland) appointed to provide
advice and guidance on this subject.
• New
contracts
reflect
revised
legislation.
• Ewing Somerville Consultant QS
ensuring all tender documents
proceed for various work packages
during 2018, were compliant with
revised regulation

All maintenance and major works TSM to ensure compliance
contracts will comply with the
standards laid out within CDM
TSM and OS Consultant. Reviewing
all new works packages are
compliant with regulations. (ongoing)
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Consultant QS assisted with tender
documentation and procurement
for various works packages during
2019-2020.

Energy
Efficiency
Standards for Social
Housing (EESSH)
↑

Energy
standard
Housing
(EESSH 2)

• Consider
development
of
a
Procurement Strategy.
• Review existing Energy Performance Reduce volume of cloned data and Continue to obtain EPC for any void
properties.
Certificates (EPCs) to establish increase level of data held.
baseline data.
Target – Obtain 50 EPC’s during 2019 For 2018/19 the number of Additionally target stock where no
data
held
or
where
which equates to 18% of current failures certificates has increased to 706 EPC
and the % of stock meeting EESSH improvement works undertaken.
(274).
is now 82%.
EPC’s older than 10 years will be reassessed.

Efficiency
for
Social
post-2020

• 2025
Review Progress towards EESHH 2

Following publication of EESSH 2 Separate
appendix
detailing
prepare a remedial plan to address association’s compliance and target
requirements.
action plan for EESSH and EESSH2

• 2032
Consider introduction of additional
requirements around air quality and
environmental impact;
No social housing to be below EPC
band D
As far as possible, all hard to treat
properties in rural and off-gas areas
meet the 2020 milestone
• 2032
maximise attainment of EPC band B
for social housing
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• 2040
Poor energy efficiency removed as a
driver for fuel poverty.
All Social Housing is carbon neutral
as far as reasonably practical

Appoint
Gas
Consultant

Audit

• Seek tenders for provision of gas audit QS to prepare tender documents Technical Service Manager has
services to provide independent concurrently with gas servicing and advised that James Frew (Gas Sure)
maintenance contract.
are a Gas Safe accredited company.
system checks for gas appliances.
Gas Safe Register is the official gas
registration body for the United
Kingdom, Isle of Man and Guernsey,
appointed by the relevant Health
and Safety Authority for each area.
By law all gas engineers must be on
the Gas Safe Register. Independent
audits are undertaken by Gas Safe
to ensure compliance with current
regulations. In addition, Frew’s
Management systems ensure
MSP 29 – competence and
training.
MSP 30- Recruiting Gas Safe
engineers.
MSP 30-quality control of Gas Safe
work.
Frew’s also as per our contract
terms utilise their internal audit
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department to audit 10% of our
contract using their audit team and
pass these on to us a monthly
basis.
Develop revised Life
Cycle Costed Plan to
replace current Plan.
↑

Data transfer from LCC spreadsheet into
SDM Planned Maintenance module by
TSM in March 2018.
.

TSM to review existing data and Estimated cost and notional life
ensure all relevant information is expectancy
of
components
correct and any issues identified reviewed by TSM.
and corrected

Install or upgrade fire
and CO alarms in all of
our properties.

Compliance with legislation by February
2021.

TSM has issued instructions to
undertake works to ensure
compliance
Application for Interest Free Loan
Scheme was successful and
supplemented
association’s
commitment to internal funding.

Service disruption caused by Covid19. Contractor will have to “make up
lost time” to ensure backlog is
cleared and full compliance is
achieved by February 2021.

Contract let

Additional properties require to be
inspected in 2020-2021 and 20212022 to ensure compliance.

↑

Properties Identified and work
instructed.
Full compliance required by February
2021

Carry Out Electrical Safety 100% of stock inspected within 3 years
Inspections
Compliance by 2022

Estate based project
budgets
will
be
introduced and tenants
and
staff
will
be
encouraged to identify or
suggest
projects.
Recommendations must

Estate Based Policy to be Developed
2019
TSM to identify Budget 2019

This has been discussed with
contractor.
Initial policy draft being prepared.
Information highlighting the criteria
for inclusion was added to the
Budget Identified £10,000 from tenants’ newsletter summer 2019
2019 landscape budget
edition.

Consultation with tenants 2019

Very low interest.
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generally benefit Ayrshire
Housing tenants living
within the estate.
↑
Conversion of communal
lighting to LED products
incorporating Microwave
switch
↑

Scheme to be re-publicised during
2020.

TSM to identify property to undertake
pilot study. 2019
Budget evaluation 2019
Consultation with Tenants 2019

Initial Meeting with Scolmore LED

Energy saving 28 watts versus 12
watt.
Indicative illustration of power Running cost 28 watt £199 per year
usage and financial benefits
Running cost 12-watt Evo £42.64
per year
Communal lighting at South Save more energy in standby
Harbour Street converted to LED.
Photocell switches on microwave
again saving energy
Save money in maintenance both in
re-lamping and life/performance.
Delayed until funding becomes
available. TSM to review funding
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APPENDIX 5 Planned and Cyclical Maintenance 2019 – 2021
Item

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Comment
18/19 19/20 20/21
Replacement External Door
Caledonia Road, Ellisland Square

Programme
Replacement External Door
Wallacefield Road, Killin Place and selected units Forehill.

Programme
Replacement External Door
 Fulshaw Place, Victory Crescent, Arran Avenue, The Clachan, Lochlea
Programme
Drive, Souter Place.
Replacement Kitchens
Fulshaw Place, Hadyard Terrace, Mossbank Place, Southside Ave.
Replacement Kitchens
 Blackfriars Court, Rockrose Park, Victory Crescent, Arran Avenue, The
Clachan, Burnbank Place, Burnbank Road, Caledonia Road, Clarendon
Place, Cunninghame Crescent and Place, Dalmellington Road, Ellisland
Place and Square, Glencairn Road, Glenconner Place and Road,
Glenriddel Road, Leslie Crescent, Lochlea Drive, Mossgiel Road, Orchard
Avenue, Woodside.
Replacement Gas Central
 Thornyflat Drive
heating
Replacement Electric Storage
Heating (Quantum Heaters)
Replacement Electric
Storage
Heating
(Quantum Heaters)
Additional properties.
Replacement Electric
Storage
Heating (Gas
Central Heating)
Replacement Heating




Oswald Court, Kirkbride Crescent and Kirkmichael Road, Victory Crescent
Phase 1 & 2, Bolestyle Crescent and Woodside Avenue, Arran Avenue
(Phase 1) and The Clachan.
Kirkbride Crescent, Victory Crescent



Whitefaulds Avenue.



Arran Avenue (Phase 2), South Harbour Street and Blackfriars Court.
Springside Road. Meadowbank Place, Knockbreck Road
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Replacement Heating
Replacement heating
Replacement Windows






External wall insulation
Replacement Render.
Replacement Bathrooms.

Fulshaw Place, Hosiery Court, Whitefaulds Crescent, Fernbank Court, St
Cuthberts Street, St Andrews Court, Crown Square
Blackfriars Court, Earl Crescent and Rise, Glenhead Court and Place,
Braehead Ave, Cunninghame Road
Castleview.
Castleview, Waggon Road
Belmont (old), Harbour Street, Ailsa Street West, Henrietta Street
Woodside, Southside Avenue

Annual Gas Servicing – all
areas.









Landscape Maintenance - all
areas.







Ongoing contract (Tivoli Group).

Lift Maintenance – All Areas.








Ongoing contract

Rewire Property

External Painting –
Dalrymple Street, Ailsa Street
West, Hamilton Street &
Clyde View Girvan; Hosiery
Court, Wallacefield Road &
Kenmore, Troon; Whitefaulds
Avenue and Crescent
Maybole; Moor Park
Crescent Prestwick; Victory
Crescent Dailly, St Andrews
Avenue, Tarbolton and
Viewfield Court, Ayr.
External Painting – Good
Shepherd Court, Thornyflat
Place, Blackfriars Court,

Thornyflat Drive
Ongoing contract James Frew Ltd (Gas Sure).
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Sandgate, West Sanquhar
Place/Avenue & Corton
Howe, Ayr; St Andrews Court,
Douneburn Crescent Girvan;
North Shore Lane, Troon;
Hadyard Terrace, Eldinton
Terrace and Woodside,
Dailly; Kirkmichael Road &
Kirkbride Crescent, Crosshill;
Meadowbank Place
Kirkmichael and Knockbreck
Road, Straiton.
External Painting - South
Harbour Street & St
Leonards Road, Ayr; Arran
Avenue, Ballantrae; St
Cuthberts Street and Road,
Mabole; Bolestyle Crescent,
Woodside Avenue,
Meadowbank Place,
Kirkmichael; Earl Rise and
Earl Crescent, Dundonald;
Barbieston Road, Dalrymple
plus former Scottish Homes
stock in Mossblown and
Symington.
External Painting –
Forehill/Belmont & Crown
Square, Ayr; Fernbank Court,
Prestwick; Burns Wynd,
Maybole; The Clachan, Barr
and Castleview, Dundonald.
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External Painting – St Brides
Way,
Highpark
Road,
Glenhead
Place/Court,
Coylton; Lochside, Fulshaw
Place, George Place, Ayr;
Oswald Court, Kirkoswald;
Harbour Road, Turnberry
Road, Maidens; Torcy Way,
Girvan; Baird Road, Monkton;
Croft Street, Springfield
Road,
Tarbolton;
Non
scheme properties various
locations.
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APPENDIX 6 – PROPERTY SERVICES CONTRACT SCHEDULE
Area of Provision
Contractor
Start Date
Reactive maintenance including voids Turner Property Services April 2020
Ltd

End Date
Comment
Turner Property Multi-trade term contract using Schedule
Services LTD
of Rates (SoR).
April 2020
April 2020 with
options to extend
for two x 12
months. Contract
extended for 12
Months April 20 25

Gas servicing and maintenance

August 2020

James Frew Ltd (Gas Sure), April 2018
Stevenston

Commencement Date – 1 September
2018
Completion Date – 30 August 2020 with
possible extension on an annual basis to
2021 and 2022 subject to satisfactory
performance

Open space maintenance including Tivoli Group
Garden Tidy Scheme
(Landscaping), Kilmarnock

April 2019

Manufacture, supply and installation Tender
document
is May 2019
of external doors and windows
currently being pre-paired
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Contract currently extended to August
2021
March 2022 with Monthly meeting with contractor to
option to extend discuss progress reports.
for two x 12 Monthly inspections of the estate to
Months
confirm compliance with the contract
conditions.
Oct 2019

Framework agreement.
tendered 2020

To be re-

Kitchen replacement

January
2019

March 2020

January
2019

January 2021

Smoke control ventilation equipment Kilpatrick Blane Services, January
(Various)
Inverkip
2019

January 2021

The Contract period will be 24 months
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.

Emergency Lighting (Various)

Kilpatrick Blane Services, January
Inverkip
2019

January 2021

The Contract period will be 24 months
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.

Dry Riser Testing (Viewfield Court)

Kilpatrick Blane Services, January
Inverkip
2019

January 2021

The Contract period will be 24 months
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.

Lift maintenance

Consult Lifts (Paisley)

December 2020

The Contract period will be 24 months
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.

Powered door servicing and
maintenance (Various)

James Frew Ltd
(Modernisation Division),
Stevenston
Kilpatrick Blane Services,
Inverkip

December
2018
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Framework agreement. TSM in
negotiation with James Frew Ltd to
extend contract.
The Contract period will be 24 months
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.

Sewage Treatment Pump Servicing Ferrier
Pumps
Ltd, March 2018
(Straiton)
Glasgow
Water Treatment (Viewfield Court)
Cleartech, East Kilbride
Feb 2019
Booster Pump Servicing (Viewfield
Court)
Lightning Protection Testing (Good
Shepherd Ct)
Air source heat pump servicing and
repairs (Dailly)
Air source heat pump servicing and
repairs (Arran Ave, Springfield
Road,etc.)
Environmental works including pest
control, close cleaning plus jobbing
repairs

Grundfos Euro Pumps, November
Lancashire
2017
Best Ltd, Wishaw
February
2018
Earthwise Energy (formerly
Coolheat), Dumfries
Turners
October
2019
Acatch, Ayr

Rolling annual service contract.
Annual Chlorination treatment. Shall now
be undertaken by Vega Environmental
consultants
Manufacturer’s service contract.
Manufacturer’s service contract.
No formal contract in place. Installer
service contract.
Turners cover repairs till October 2019.
Five year contract

January
2019

January
2021 Framework agreement. SOR contract
with option to
extend for 12
Months
Provision of EPC certificates
Allied Surveyors, Ayr
December
December 2020 The Contract period will be 24 months
2018
from the Date of Possession with the
option to extend the contract by a
variable period not exceeding 36
months.
Electrical works including periodic Invincible fire and security August 2018 60
Month Framework agreement. SOR contract
testing and PAT testing
contract
TV/Satellite system maintenance
Gordon White Digital,
No formal contract in place.
Galston
TSM to establish benchmarking of
existing contractors costs.
TV Local
TV Local to be issued work as a
benchmarking exercise during 2020.
Supply only – ironmongery (including A1 Ironmongery, Ayr
key cutting)

No formal contract in place.
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Metalwork
(including
medical J. Gilmour, Prestwick
adaptations)
Clos-o-mat toilet servicing and repair Total Hygiene, Cheshire

No formal contract in place.
May 2019
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May 2020

Manufacturer’s service contract.
TSM to review Contract 2020.

Appendix 7

EESSH Summary

Minimum Energy Efficiency Ratings to Meet EESSH 1
Energy Efficiency
Rating (SAP 2009)
Gas
Electric
69
65
65
65
69
65
60
60

Dwelling type
Flats
Four in a block
Houses non-detached
Houses detached

Energy Efficiency Rating
(SAP 2012)
Gas
Electric
69
63
65
62
69
62
60
57

EPC Bandings
Band
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Rating
92
81-91
69-80
55-68
39-54
21-38
1-20

Properties Failing EESSH
Dwelling Type

Gas

Electric

Flats
Four in a block
Houses non-detached
Houses detached
Total

26
2
146
0
174

22
1
28
0
51

Other
Fuels
0
0
1
0
1

Total
48
3
175
0
226

The following table shows the breakdown of failures by band.
Band C
Number of failures 6

Band D

Band E

Band F

210

8

2
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The tables below illustrate the EPC ratings of our stock with an actual EPC and the
number of EPC’s held for each version of SAP.
EPC Rating
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Total

Number of Properties
0
144
469
184
6
1
0
804

SAP Version
SAP 2001
SAP 2005
SAP 2009
SAP 2012
Other Procedure Unknown

Cloned Data
0
18
618
126
2
1
0
765

Number of Properties
0
176
173
445
10

We have 226 properties which we reported as current EESSH Fails. Our database indicates
the current rating and the SAP points bandings required to move them to a Pass. They
have been labelled “Marginal”, “Reasonable and “Extensive” and reflect the potential
investment required to bring them up to EESSH standard.
The Scottish Government’s milestone regarding EESSH1 is that 89% of our stock should
meet EESSH by 31 December 2020.
Our database shows that we have 1,343 properties currently meeting EESSH with 226
failing.
A further review of the database has shown that 7 of these have EPC’s that indicate that
they actually meet EESSH. We will report compliance on these in next year’s returns. That
brings our current Passes to 1,350 which is 86% of our stock. We therefore need to bring
an additional 46 houses up to the standard to meet that milestone by 31 December.
We are due to carry out gas boiler replacements in 30 properties Earl Crescent, Dundonald.
29 of these are currently failing EESSH but should pass with the replacement boilers
installed.
We are also proposing to bring forward the heating system upgrades to 15 properties at
The Sandgate, Ayr. 11 of these currently fail EESSH but it is anticipated that the heating
upgrades will result in them meeting EESSH. They were scheduled to be upgraded in 202122 but bringing them forward a year will assist us in achieving our progress towards
meeting the EESSH compliance target.
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A number of properties which are listed as “marginal” fails do not have a valid EPC but
their rating is based on “cloned” data from similar properties. Some of these have had
insulation or heating improvements carried out but we had been unable to get an EPC
assessment carried out on the completion of these works. It is likely that some of them will
now meet EESSH but we have been unable to demonstrate compliance. We are arranging
a programme of EPC assessments to these properties to be commenced imminently and
are confident that, providing the surveyors are allowed access, some of these properties
will meet EESSH standards.
We are also intending to re-survey a number of properties where the EPC’s which currently
are showing as Fails are based on the SAP2005 methodology. Again, it is hoped that by
using the most recent assessment procedure some of these may well now meet EESSH
compliance.
Where new surveys are carried out and the EPC ratings are such that some properties still
do not meet EESSH we will, at least, be in a more informed position to assess the level of
investment required to bring these properties up to EESSH standard.
Unfortunately due to the restrictions in accessing properties due to Covid-19 we have been
unable to carry out these works and survey programme during this year but recent easing
of these restrictions means that we can now progress with the boiler replacements,
heating upgrades and surveys to allow us to demonstrate compliance with the target of
89% of our stock meeting EESSH by 31 December 2020.

EESSH2
Under EESSH2, all social housing meets, or can be treated as meeting, EPC Band B (Energy
Efficiency rating), or is as energy efficient as practically possible, by the end of December
2032 and within the limits of cost, technology and necessary consent.
This is defined as an aspirational target. All landlords are expected though to show their
best endeavours in steadily improving the energy performance of their stock.
On top of the aspirational standard of EPC ‘B’, no property in the social rented sector
should fall below EPC ‘D’ if it is to continue to be let.
Our current EPC ratings are shown in the following table:
EPC
Rating
A
B
C
D
E
F

No.
Properties
0
162
1086
311
8
2

of Actual EPCs
0
144
1018
185
6
1

Cloned Data

% of Stock

0
18
618
126
2
1

0
10%
69%
20%
0.51%
0.13%

These figures clearly demonstrate that, currently, only a small number of our stock, 10%,
meets the aspirational target of a B rating. While a large amount of our data is based on
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cloned information it still suggests that the association faces a very challenging target to
meet the Government’s aspirational EESSH2 standard.
However, it should also be noted that 99% of our stock currently meets the EESSH2
objective that all properties let should have an EPC rating of D and above.
The Glasgow and West of Scotland Forum of Housing Associations commented in their
response to EESSH2 consultation that an EPC “D” rating would be a reasonable minimum
standard. Indeed, the average EPC rating in Scotland is EPC “D”.
The Scottish Government listed a range of “reasonable” measures which associations
could consider investing in to achieving EESSH. These were primarily improvements
involving the following:
Condensing boilers
Loft insulation top-up
Double or secondary glazing
Under-floor insulation
Heating controls
Compact fluorescent lighting
Storage heaters
Internal wall insulation
Solid wall insulation
Water waste heat recovery systems
Thermostatic radiator valves
Cavity wall insulation
Hot water tank and pipe insulation
Replace secondary heating
Room in the roof insulation
The costs associated with many of these measures are substantial and in some cases only
result in marginal improvements to the energy rating for the property.
In general, 80% of the costs associated with the improvements required to meet EESSH1
was mat by tenants through rent income with the other 20% funded through grant streams.
It is unlikely that there will be any significant change to that split for funding improvements
required to meet EESSH2.
It is also worth noting that many of the “reasonable” measures listed above have already
been taken by the association to achieve the current EESSH standard.
The Scottish Government would appear to be placing much faith in new technologies being
or becoming available by 2032. But, as the Glasgow and West of Scotland Forum
highlighted, “new technologies generally need a significant amount of time before they can
be deemed to be ‘tried and tested’, with uncertainty over replacement cycles, maintenance
costs etc.”
The association remains committed to providing tenants with energy efficient
accommodation and to reducing fuel poverty but this must be done alongside avoiding
unreasonable rent increases required to meet the Government’s “aspirations”.
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Board Meeting – 29 July 2020
Agenda item: 8
Subject: Financial matters
Prepared by Alan Park
For noting
The Management Accounts are submitted to the Board on a quarterly basis with any
issues of concern or interest being reported monthly. Below is a summary of financial
performance for the 3 months to 30 June 2020:
Performance Indicator

Ayrshire
Housing’s Progress to date
Status
target
Less than 24% of 3 months to 30
turnover
June
23.3%

Staff/admin costs

Administration cost/tenancy

Less than £1,082 per 3 months to 30
tenancy
June
£1,067

Liquidity – current assets: 1.10:1
current liabilities
(exc. Development o/d)

3 months to 30
June
3.23:1

Liquidity – cash: current 1:1
liabilities
(exc. Development o/d)

3 months to 30
June
3.08:1

Interest cover – operating 1.1:1
surplus: interest payable
(adjusted for depreciation)

3 months to 30
June
5.21:1

Debt per unit
(excluding
assets
construction)

Maximum of £25,000

3 months to 30
June
£13,868

Loans no greater than
60% of Net Worth

21%

under

Maximum Gearing Ratio
(BoS definition)
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Board Meeting – 29 July 2020
Agenda item: 8
Subject: Financial Matters
Prepared by: A Park
Items a and b - For approval for submission to the Regulator
Item c for noting

Financial Performance
Agenda item: 8 (a) Loan Portfolio Return as at 31 March 2020
We are required to provide detailed information about our borrowings to the Scottish
Housing Regulator each year to allow them to assess current and future risk via, inter alia,
exposure to interest rate fluctuations and the burden of capital repayments.
The information required is extensive and a draft copy of the Loan Portfolio Return is
attached for information.
The loan information is presented for consideration and approval and I can confirm that the
total loans outstanding reconcile to the figures disclosed in our draft Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2020.
Recommendation:
The Board is asked to approve the Loan Portfolio Return as at 31 March 2020 for
submission to the Scottish Housing Regulator.
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Agenda item: 8 (b) Five Year Financial Projections for 2020/21 to 2024/25
We are required to provide an annual update to our financial projections for the forthcoming
five years. The draft return is included herewith for consideration and discussion. The
projections assume that new development continues but is limited to sites already being
developed i.e. there are no speculative projects included. The underlying trend is one of
continuing financial strength whereby the organisation can meet all its obligations and
maintain our resilience through maintaining our strong working capital position. The most
significant areas of expenditure remain reactive and planned maintenance along with debt
servicing costs. We maintain a good relationship with our tenants through our service
delivery via our dedicated and committed staff group. The costs of which are also disclosed
in the projections. The probable impact of the pandemic is reflected in increases in rent
arrears and bad debt write offs with planned levels of investment in stock maintained along
with all costs commensurate with maintaining the high standards of customer service that
we offer.
In producing the projections various key assumptions have been made based on our existing
plans and the general economic context in which we work. The five-year projections used
are the early years of the 30-year financial projections which are updated annually to
demonstrate financial viability. These assumptions are as undernoted:
1. An additional 202 units over the five years including the projects at Elba Street, South
Harbour Street and Carrick Street Ayr; Bolestyle Road, Kirkmichael; Gardenrose, Maybole
and the project in North East Troon at Barassie. The successful open market acquisition
programme of last year is repeated with 6 units assumed per year assisted with funding
from the government. Mortgage to Rent properties would appear to be reducing in numbers
with none being offered to us last financial year. We have therefore predicted none in the
five-year plan – any that do come forward can be viewed as a bonus.
2. Grant availability from Scottish government in each year to support the quoted
developments.
3. Private finance available from existing or new lenders to fund the development projects.
4. No further planned disposals of property.
5. Inflation of 2% for years 1 to 4 and then increase slightly to 2.5%. The UK economy is
obviously shrinking dramatically with the effect of the pandemic and it seems likely that the
Bank of England plan to keep inflation low to support the economy during the recovery and
whatever form Brexit takes.
6. Rent increases planned to be inflation plus 1% given the new build programme and its
impact on cash flows. Rent rises are related to operational needs and the requirement to
maintain key banking covenants particularly that covering Operating Surplus to Interest
payable. Rent rises take cognisance of potential higher costs flowing from perhaps new
business objectives identified through the business planning process or a sustained
increase in much needed development activity to address demand.
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7. Operating and direct maintenance costs assumed in years 1 to 5 to be in excess of
general inflation as we perhaps move towards larger contractors to provide our services
should the impact of the recession cause smaller operators to cease trading. This
assumption based on specific input costs perhaps outstripping inflation through the impact
of Brexit as well.
8. Cost of borrowing reflects current loan portfolio mix of variable and fixed rate products.
Current proportion of variable to fixed rate borrowing is 65% fixed: 35% variable.
9. Void loss increasing slightly over current level to reflect the potential friction in the system
due to financial uncertainty of tenants leading to more houses being given back.
10. Any SHQS expenditure is included in planned maintenance estimates to address the low
number of properties currently failing or to prevent stock from failing in the future. This
expenditure is supported by revised survey analysis performed internally by our staff. We
anticipate that existing planned expenditure is sufficient to ensure compliance with current
EESSH requirements but the new EESSH (2) requirements may present additional budget
pressures for off grid stock. We do not yet have finalised details of the EESSH (2)
requirements.
11. Other income relates to factoring charges for common grounds maintenance in our LSVT
managed estates.
12. Grants received from the Scottish government are now disclosed as income – either
received and applied in the year or transferred from deferred income to match the
completion year of the appropriate project. This is the performance method of accounting
for grants under FRS102.
13. Establishment static for the 5 years with marginal increases in staff numbers being
accommodated should the need arise.
The banking covenants are met with theses financial projections.
Recommendation:
The Board is asked to approve the Five-Year Financial Projections for 2020/21 to 2024/25
for submission to the Scottish Housing Regulator.
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Agenda item: 8 (c) Management Accounts for the 3 months ended 30 June 2020
Commentary to accompany the Management Accounts for the three months to 30 June
2020.
Balance Sheet (Statement of Financial Position)
The Balance Sheet discloses the financial position of the Company as at 30 June 2020.
Rental debtors have increased slightly since the year end and stand at 2.6% of gross rent
receivable compared to 2.2% at the end of the financial year. Other debtors have reduced
since year end as we received amounts outstanding at the end of the financial year and we
have reversed prepaid amounts into the new financial year. Our cash balance is £203k
higher than at the start of the year due increased borrowing to fund the Elba Street
development and the excess of cash generated from our operating activities being greater
than interest and loan payments and our planned improvement works and development
programme costs.
General creditors are lower than last year end due to the cyclical nature of receiving invoices
from suppliers and developers. Long term creditors show an increase due to the additional
borrowing mentioned above net of repayments per the loan agreements.
In line with the new ability of the administrators of the SHAPS pension scheme to identify
individual employer’s liability, a creditor was previously introduced disclosing the liability as
at year end. As at 31 March 2020 an unrealised surplus of £50k was indicated (last year
liability was £601,000) which is in addition to the revised Strathclyde Pension liability of
£602,000 (last year £811,000).
Cash Flow Statement (Statement of Cash Flows)
The cash flow statement for the three months shows that we have generated £202.5k from
our operating activities. This relates to all rental and service charge income less all
expenditure on salaries, office running costs, maintenance and so on.
The full development cost added to our asset base in the three months was £273k which
was £40k for improvement works to our existing stock and £233k on development
expenditure.
We used the cash generated to pay Interest of £226k and to partially fund the payments for
development and improvement works mentioned above in addition to the loan drawn down.
We also repaid £250k of loans in line with the repayment schedules in our overall loan
portfolio.
At the end of the three months the organisation had £203k more physical cash than it
started the year with.
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Income and Expenditure Account (Statement of Income)
The Income and Expenditure Account discloses a surplus of £743k against the budgeted
level of £605k for the three months. Obviously with the office closure and limited repair
services being offered in the first quarter the level of expenditure is unrepresentative of a
‘normal’ year. We have therefore adjusted the repairs and service costs phased budget to
reflect this lower activity.
The main variances to budget are highlighted below:
Rent receivable is higher than budgeted by £3k due our continued involvement with
temporary furnished accommodation.
Void loss and bad debt is lower than the budgeted figure for the three months at 0.98%
(budget 1%). The budget figure includes an element for bad debt write off but no proposed
write off has yet been made.
Management costs are lower than budget by £13k. We anticipate that the full year outturn
for management costs will be close to the budgeted level.
Insurance costs are slightly below budget. Our claims experience is sufficiently low to
minimise any annual increase in premiums which led to a lower than predicted cost to the
organisation.
Routine maintenance is under budget by £5k. The Technical Services Manager continues to
develop a system of budgetary control and we would expect this budget to be fully
consumed at year end.
Void repairs are in line with budget and It is hoped that this expenditure will outturn below
the budget for the year.
Open Space Maintenance is in line with budget and it is anticipated that this budget will be
fully consumed by year end.
Interest payable is under budget by £95k. The UK’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted
to reduce the base rate to 0.1% on 19 March 2020 in an emergency move to help control
the economic shock of the coronavirus pandemic. The Bank reduced the base rate from
0.75% to 0.25% just 1 week earlier on 11 March.
Interest Receivable is slightly above budget.
Illustration of ‘where the money’ has been spent:
From the income we have generated the percentage split of expenditure is as follows:
Expenditure 2020/21
Management costs
Insurance costs

%age
23.3%
3.2%
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Service costs
Routine maintenance (inc voids)
Cyclical and Planned maintenance
Depreciation
Operating Surplus

2.0%
6.5%
1.5%
11.5%
52.0%

Thus, just 52p in every £ earned, remained to fund interest payments and transfers to
reserves.
Financial Performance Indicators
The financial performance indicators disclose no cause for concern. One of the key ratios,
which the banks hold as a covenant, is Operating Surplus to Interest Payable (housing
depreciation added back). This reflects our ability to repay interest and is strong at 5.211.
Cash to Current Liabilities is well above the threshold of 1:1 level at 3.08:1.
Recommendation:
The Board is asked to approve the Management Accounts for the three months ended 30th
June 2020.
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2020
(STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION)

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Housing, land and Buildings
At valuation
Non housing assets

CURRENT ASSETS
Rental debtors
Investments
Other debtors and prepayments
Money market deposits
Cash at Bank
Cash in Hand
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Rents pre-paid
Retentions
Loans due within one Year
Other current liabilities

3 Months to

Year to

30 June 2020

31 March 2020

68,702,689

68,664,354

611,503

606,776

69,314,192

69,271,130

195,793

154,998

-

-

152,659

243,683

6,688,913

6,484,784

38,149

39,767

600

600

7,076,114

6,923,831

(274,138)

(312,382)

(174,527)

(172,463)

(1,251,343)

(1,170,861)

(487,551)

(779,432)

(2,187,559)

(2,435,137)

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES)

4,888,555

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
CREDITORS over one year
Long term loan finance
Deferred Income - Grants
Other Loans
Government Loan
SHAPS Pension Liability
Strathclyde Pension Liability

4,488,694

74,202,747

73,759,824

(24,175,689)

(24,598,527)

(3,422,426)

(3,422,426)

(229,235)

(166,716)

(300,000)

(240,000)

0

0

(602,000)

(602,000)

45,473,397

44,730,154

25,707,876

24,964,633

19,765,521

19,765,521

45,473,397

44,730,154

CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Accumulated Reserves
Revaluation Reserve
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING - CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE 3 MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
(STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS)
3 months to
30 June 2020

Cash flow statement for the 3 months ended 30 June 2020
£
Operating surplus for the 3 months to 30 June 2020
Depreciation
(Increase)/decrease investments
(Increase)/decrease debtors
Increase/(decrease) in creditors
(Decrease)/increase in other loans

£
962,521

220,000
0
50,229
(328,060)
0
(57,832)

Cash flow from operating activities

904,690

Returns on investments and servicing of finance:
Interest received
Interest paid

6,497
(225,775)

Net cash (out) inflow from returns on investment and finance
Capital expenditure and financial investment:
Acquisition and construction of housing properties
Inprovements to properties
Housing association grants received
Other grants received
Sale of housing properties
Sale of non housing properties
Housing association grants repaid
Purchase of non housing assets

(219,278)

(233,088)
(40,443)
22,195
0
0
0
0
(11,727)
(263,062)

Cash (out) inflow before use of liquid resources and financing

422,350

Management of liquid resources

0

Financing
Housing loans received
Housing loans repaid
Repayment of finance lease obligations
Non Housing loans repaid

29,730
(249,568)
0
0
(219,838)

(Decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

202,512
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE 3 MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
(INCOME STATEMENT)

ANNUAL BUDGET
£
7,503,908
93,799
7,410,109
14,371
24,000

Actual
£
INCOME
Rent receivable
Voids and Bad Debts
Garage income
Owners recoveries

7,448,480

1,778,003
62,400
144,510
946,850
150,000
164,285
315,580
852,000
4,413,628

OPERATING COSTS
Management
Insurance Costs
Service Costs
Routine Maintenance
Cyclical Maintenance
Open space maintenance
Void Repairs
Depreciation - Housing Properties

Budget
£

Variance
£

1,867,232
18,286
1,848,946
3,593
82

1,864,164
23,450
1,840,715
3,593
-

3,067
5,164
8,231
0
82

1,852,620

1,844,307

8,313

431,144
59,995
36,975
94,696
1,239
26,066
26,984
213,000
890,099

444,501
62,400
36,128
100,000
1,500
28,000
27,500
213,000
913,028

13,357
2,405
(847)
5,304
261
1,934
516
0
22,929

3,034,851

OPERATING SURPLUS

962,521

931,279

31,242

0
3,034,851

Gain/(Loss) on Sale of properties

0
962,521

0
931,279

0
31,242

95,919
1,497
97,416

(1,286,778)
20,000
(1,266,778)

Interest Payable
Interest Receivable

(225,775)
6,497
(219,278)

(321,694)
5,000
(316,694)

1,768,074

Overall Surplus

743,243

614,585

1,768,074

Retained in General Reserve

743,243

614,585
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128,658

128,658

Annual
Per Unit

£ 1,067
£ 149
£
92
£ 234
£
3
£
65
£
67
£ 527

23.3%
3.2%
2.0%
5.1%
0.1%
1.4%
1.5%
11.5%
48.0%

52.0%

AYRSHIRE HOUSING
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR THE 3 MONTHS TO 30 JUNE 2020

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
Current assets : Current liabilities
Cash : Current liabilities
Gearing Ratio (loans divided by reserves)
Income on lettings : Interest payable
Average Cost of Capital
Average debt per unit
Operating Surplus : Interest payable
Operating surplus plus depreciation : Interest payable
Operating surplus % turnover

3 Months to
30 June 2020

Year to
31 March 2020

Year to
Year to
Year to
Year to
Year to
TARGET INDICATES
31-Mar-19 31-Mar-18 31-Mar-17 31-Mar-16 31-Mar-15 High/Low

3.23
3.08
0.56
8.27
3.67%
£13.86K
4.26
5.21
52%

2.90
2.73
0.57
7.73
3.67%
£14.01k
6.81
7.72
61%

2.58
2.41
0.60
7.53
3.96%
£13.43k
3.49
4.38
46%

2.43
2.24
0.64
5.18
4.06%
£14.1k
2.34
2.95
45%

3.67
3.41
0.79
5.74
4.20%
£16.8k
2.57
3.25
45%

3.31
3.11
0.83
5.55
4.17%
£17.8k
2.58
3.24
46%

4.19
3.72
1.09
5.29
4.17%
£18.0k
2.52
3.12
48%

High
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
High

Ability to pay short term debts
Ability to pay short term debts
Financial strength
Ability to repay interest
Financial strength
Financial strength
Ability to repay interest
Ability to repay interest
Operating efficiency

2.6%
0.98%
0.00%
23.27%
10.0%

2.2%
0.58%
1.11%
15.23%
20.9%

2.2%
0.4%
0.2%
21.5%
19.4%

2.2%
0.6%
0.2%
21.6%
20.4%

2.0%
1.2%
0.6%
21.2%
20.3%

4.6%
1.6%
0.6%
19.5%
19.5%

4.9%
0.9%
0.2%
20.0%
19.8%

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Efficiency of rent collection
Efficiency of lettings
Efficiency of rent collection
Cost effectiveness of management
Adequacy/efficiency of repairs programme

CORE BUSINESS INDICATORS
Rent arrears % annual rent receivable
Void losses % rent receivable
Bad debts % rent receivable
Management costs % rental income
All Maintenance costs % rental income
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Ayrshire Housing
Covenant Information for the 3 months ended 30 June 2020
Royal Bank of Scotland:
Covenant: The ratio of Operating Surplus to Interest Payable will not be less than 1.1:1
Result:

Operating Surplus
£
962,521
Add
Housing Depreciation
£
213,000
Add
Gain on disposal of properties
£
Less
Major repair costs (not until 31 March 2024)
nil
Less
Pension deficit contributions
nil
1,175,521
Net Interest Payable

219,278

Ratio

5.36 : 1

Gearing ratio
Total Financial Indebtedness <45% of Historic Cost of Properties
20%
Ayrshire Housing
Covenant Information for the 3 months ended 30 June 2020
Bank of Scotland
Covenants:
a)
Asset cover based on EUV-SH - 100% of loans
EUV-SH

£ 68,702,689

Loans - all

£ 25,427,032

Ratio

2.70 :1

b)

Gearing ratio

(loans net of available cash)

c)

Interest Cover - 125% cover expected
Operating Surplus (hsg depr added back)

21%

£ 1,175,521

Interest payable

£

Ratio

225,775
521%

Ayrshire Housing
Covenant Information for the 3 months ended 30 June 2020
Nationwide
No specific financial covenants - however they monitor the following:
a)

Interest Cover >110% (as per above)

b)

Net Arrears <=5%

c)

Quick Ratio 1:1
Cash
Current Liabilities

521%
-1.04%

£ 6,727,662
£ 2,187,559

Ratio
d)

Net Surplus

308%
£

743,243

Allia - confirmation of position as at 31 March 2020
ALLIA LTD COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
TESTING DATE - 31 MARCH 2020
Uncharged Property Value

Unencumbered assets as at 31 March 2020

Completed
housing
properties EUV517 SH
£

16,794,000

£

4,878,707

Total unsecured Debt of the Borrower
Loan outstanding as at 31 March 2020

Cover

344%

Test

130%
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Board Meeting – Wednesday 29 July 2020
Agenda Item: 9
Subject: Operational matters
Prepared by: Jim Whiston
Recommendation: to vary the tendering arrangements for the Troon project.
Coronavirus issues (including health and safety)
A third monthly report has been made to the Scottish Housing Regulator on the financial
and operational impact. This was made available to the Board earlier in the month. As
can be seen, the net increase in arrears since 1 April has reduced by about £4,000 to
£11,000. This reflects well on the staff involved. Lets are also being progressed with the
support of referrals from South Ayrshire Council. We are working with our contractors to
ensure that a fuller range of non-urgent repairs are completed. It is hoped that by the
backlog of routine repairs will be largely completed shortly. This will allow a service closer
to normal to be offered.
The position on gas safety checks is being carefully monitored to ensure that we are
conforming to the latest advice issued by the Health and Safety Executive and Gas Safe
(the registration body for the gas installation industry). The reasons for any failures to
maintain a current safety certificate will be carefully recorded with our contractor to
ensure that we are taking reasonable steps to comply with the regulations in the current
circumstances. We have written to all tenants with an expired certificate informing of the
measures that we have in place with our contractors for servicing.
Until the current social distancing rules are changed, it remains impractical to use the
office on anything more than a strictly limited basis. Revised guidance on home and
office working, leave, and on house and estate visits has been issued to all staff. The
latter addresses the gradual increase in such work as service levels begin to return to
normal. It complements detailed guidance on “contactless” lettings. These notes,
together with an overall risk assessment, have been posted on Basecamp for both the
Board and all staff.
Tenders for the Troon project are due to be returned on 29 July. The Board is asked to
note that for this project only it is proposed to change the opening arrangements to avoid
physical contact. The pricing documents will be returned electronically to, and opened by,
the consultant quantity surveyor. The quality statements will be sent direct to the
association’s development team who will score these before asking for the quantity
surveyor to send the tendered prices.
Board effectiveness and governance
Requests for Committee chairs have been issued. It is suggested that the positions are
confirmed immediately after the AGM to allow the new Board handout to be finalised for
the coming session.
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Eydent
There was an online meeting of Chairs and Chief Officers on 13 July. The varying
responses to the current situation were discussed as well as possible joint sessions to
look at the potential to develop remote communication tools, for example to assist with
house lets. ANCHO is taking over as the lead association for the coming 12 months.
Training opportunities within Ayrshire Housing
This activity is in abeyance for the time being.
Staffing issues
See the note on our Coronavirus response above.
Staff pension schemes
There is nothing to report since the last Human Resources Committee
Audit Committee
As agreed at the last Board meeting, the Committee will meet again on 26 August.
Community engagement and publicity
As reported at the last Board meeting, the application to the Coronavirus response
Supporting Communities Fund for a “community anchor” grant for £12,000 was
successful. This is supporting the following projects; Care and Share, the Digital
Connections 3 Villages Project (with VASA) and No-one Dies Alone. £3,000 has been
pledged from our community grants fund.
The following activities have received press or social media coverage since the last
meeting:
A “cheque” presentation to Care and Share.
Notifiable events and disposals
As reported previously, the Scottish Housing Regulator has been informed of our reduced
service arrangements. The Regulator is asking us to submit a return each month on the
impact of the Coronavirus restrictions. This covers information on arrears, voids and our
cash position and, from June on, any legal actions.
One possible disposal is pending.
A consolidated report on notifiable events and disposals in 2020 will be given to the
Audit Committee in February 2021.
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Annual General Meeting
This will be held on Wednesday 2 September at 5.30pm by way of an online meeting. The
Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act, 2020 makes this possible in the period to 30
September, notwithstanding the terms of the articles of association.
Newsletters to community and tenant members were issued by 6 July. This year the
newsletters include both the call for new members (deadline 24 July 2020) along with
the notice of the meeting. Members have been invited to register by email to “attend” the
AGM.
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Board Meeting – Wednesday 29 July 2020
Agenda Item: 9a
Subject: Complaints and Compliments
Prepared by: Kirsty Broadfoot
For noting
Complaints Log
This report shows the results for the year April 2019 to March 2020.
➢ Number of tenant complaints
69 complaints were logged within the reporting year, of which 64 were dealt with
at stage one (within five working days) and 5 at stage two (within 20 working
days). No complaints were carried forward from the previous year.
➢ Nature of complaints
The following chart illustrates the nature of the complaints received.

As you can see, the majority of complaints related to Service levels (32%) and
Delay in service delivery (29%). These mostly relate to the repairs service. By way
of context approximately 4,600 repairs were carried out during the year and we
received around 40 complaints about the service.
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Compliments Log
In addition to the complaints log, compliments are also recorded. In the last reporting
year, 43 compliments were logged from tenants, with regards to allocations, money
advice, housing management and maintenance. We continue to record all compliments
and aim to improve the way we record, collate and present these.
➢ The following chart illustrates the nature of the compliments received.

Conclusion
We are committed to improving both how we record complaints and how we may learn
lessons from the complaints received. We undertook refresher training on complaints
handling through an external facilitator in late 2019 and all staff are now much more
aware of the need to record and act upon all complaints and compliments received.
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